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PEEFACJU

Tnr present work pro\nde3 a coureo of Elementary Geometiy

based on the rcLoniiucudations of the Mathcniaticiil Association

and on tbc scbedulo lecentl} proposed and adopted at Cambridge

The principles winch go\cined these proposals have been

confirmed by the issue of rcMscd schedules for all the more

important Examinations, and they aie llo^^ so generally accepted

by teachers that thej need no discussion hero It is enough to

note the follow ing points

(1) ^^e agree that a pupil should gam his firot geometrical ideas

from a short prclinimarj' course of a practical and experimental

character A suitable introduction to the present book would

consist of Easy Exercises in Dramng to illustrate the subject

matter of the Definitions , Lfeasuranients of Lines and Angles

,

Use of Compasses and Proti’actor , Piobleins on Bisection, Pei-

pendiculars, and Parallels , Use of Set Squares
,
Tlie Const! uction

of Tnangles and Quadiilaterals These problems should bo

accompanied by informal explanation, and the rosults \ciificd

by measurement Concuirontly, there should be a senes of ex-

eroiscs in Draw ing and Measurement designed to lead induc’avely

to the more important Theorems of Part I [Eiiu L 1-34].* While

strongly ad^ocatIng some such intiodiictoiy lessons, a^cma^ point

out that our book, as far as it goes, is complete in itself, and from

the first IS illustrated bj mimencal ind graphical examples of tho

e<u»iest tjpes. Tims, throughout tho whole work, a giaphical

and experimental course is proxided side by side with the usual

deducts e exercises

(ii) Theorems and Problems are arranged in sep irate but parellel

courses, intended to lie studied pan pa^m This aiTangemcnt is

made possible by the use, now generally sanctioned, of Ilypotliehcal

Conttrurtions These, before being emploj ed in the text^ are care-

fully specified, and referred to tho Axioms on wliitli they depend.

•Sneh an introthictorv course is now fumisbcd by our Lcstons tn Eitpen-
mental and Practical Gcomclrv
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(ill) The subject is placed on the basis of Commensurable Mag-

nitudes By this means, certain difhculties winch are wholly

beyond the grasp of a young learnei are postponed, and a wide

field of graphical and iiumencal illustration is opened Moreover

tbe fundamental Theoiems on Areas (baldly less than those on

Proportion) may thus be reduced in number, gieatly simplified,

and brought into hue with pi'actical applications

(iv) An attempt has been made to curtail the excessive body of

text which the demands of Examinations have hitherto foiced as

“bookwork” on a beginner’s memory Even of the Theorems

here given a ceitain number (iihich we have distinguished inth

an asteiisk) might be omitted or postponed at the disci'etion of the

teacher And the formal piopositions foi which—as such—teachei

and pupil are held responsible, might perhaps be still fuither

hmited to those which make the landmarks of Elementary Geo-

metiy Time so gamed should be used in getting the pupil to

his knowledge
,
and the working of examples should be

made as important a part of a leason m Gcometiy as it is so

considered in At ithmetic and Algebra

Though we have not always followed Euchd’s order of Proposi-

tions, we tlimk it desirable for the present, in regard to the

subject matter of fiucbd Book I to preserv e the essentials of his

logical sequence Our depaituie &om Euchd’s treatment of Areas

has already been mentioned , the only other important divergence

in this section of the woik is the position of I 26 (Theoiom 17),

which we place after I 32 (Theorem 16), thus getting nd of the

tedious and uninstructive Sei^ond Case In subsequent Parts a freer

treatment m respect of logical order has been followed.

As regards the presentment of the propositions, we have con-

stantly kept in mind the needs of that large class of students, who,

without special aptitude for mathematical study, and under no

necessity for acquiring technical knowledge, may and do derive

real intellectual advantage from lessons in pure deductn e reasonmg
Nothing has as yet been devised as effective for this purpose as the

Euclidean form of proof , and m our opinion no excuse is needed

for treatmg the earlier proofs with that fulness which we ha\e
always found necessoiy m our experience as teachers
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The examples are numeious and for the most pait easy They

haxebeen ler^ cirefulh arranged, and me distributed throughout

the test in immediate connection with the piopositions on which

they depend- A special featuie is the large number of examples

]n\ohing graphical oi numerical ivoik The answers to these

have been printed on perforated pages, so that they may easily be

removed if it is found that access to numerical results is a souice

of temptation in examples involving measurement

"We arc indebted to seienl fi lends for advice and suggestions

In jiarficular we w ish to cxjiress our thanks to Mr H C Plaj ne

and Mr H. C Bcmen of Clifton College for the valuable assist-

ance thc;i ln%e lendercd in reading the proof sheets and checking

the answers to some of the numerical exciciscs

n S HALL.
F H. STEVENS

iVoi mher, 1003

PREFATORY NOTE TO THE THIRD EDITION

Ix the present edition some furthti steps ha\e been taken towaids

the cui-tailmcnt of bookwork by reducing certain less impoitant

propositions (o tr Euclid L 22, 43, 44) to the rank of exercises

Room has thus licen found for inoie numerical and graphical

exercises, and cxpeiimental work such as that leading to the

Theoiem of Pythagoras

Theorem 22 (page 62), in the shape recommended in the Cam-

bridge Schedule, rcjilnces the equivalent proposition gnen as

Additional Tficonm -I (page CO) in previous editions

In the case of a few piwhleins (c g Problems 23, 28, 29) it has

been thought moie insti urine to ju-.tify tho construction by a pre-

liminary analysis than by the usual foiinal proof.

H S HALL
F H STEVENS

March, 1904.
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GEOJklETRY

PART L

Axioms

All mathematical reasoning is founded on certain simple

principles, the truth of nhich is so evident that they are

accepted "without proof These self-evident truths are called

Axioms.

For instance

Thtnos ichch are equal to the same thing are equal to one

another

The following a-aoms, corresponding to the first four Rules

^ of Arithmetic, are among those most commonly used in

geometncal reasoning

Addition. If equals are added to equals, the sums are equal

Subtraction. If equals are taken from equals, the nmaindcrs

are equal

Multiplication. Things ichich are the same muUtjilcs of equals

are equal to one another

For instance DmUt* ofequaU art equal to one another

Division. Things irnieh are the same parts of equals are equal

to one another

For instance ITalres of equals are equal to one another

The aboie Axioms are given as instances, and not as a
complete list, of those which "wiU he used. Tliey are said to

he general, because they applv equallv to magnitudes of all

kinds. Certain special a"^ioms relating to geometncal magni-
tudes only will be stated from time to time as they are

required.

H 8 o A tt



2 GEOIIETRY

Definitions and First Principles

Every beginner knows in a general way what is meant by a
pomt, a line, and a surface But in geometry these terms are
used in a strict sense which needs some eiqilanation

1 A pomt has position, but is said to have no magnitude

This means that we are to attach to a pomt no idea of size either as
to length or breadth, but to think only where it is situated A dot
made with a sharp pencil may he taken as roughly representing a
point , but small as such a dot may be, it still has tome length and
breadth, and is therefore not actually a geometrical pomt. The smaller
the dot however, the more nearly it represents a pomt.

2 A Ime has length, but is said to have no breadth

A Unc IS traced out by a movmg pomt If the pomt of a pencil is

moved over a sheet of paper, the trace left represents a line. Rut such
a trace, however finely drawn, has some degree of breadth, and is

therefore not itself a true geometrical line The finer the trace left by
the moving pencil point, the more nearly will it represent a Ime

3 Proceeding in a similar manner from the idea of a line

to the idea of a surface, we say that

A surface has length and breadth, but no thickness

And finally,

A solid has length, breadth, and thickness

Solids, surfaces, lines and pomts arc thus related to one another

(i) A solid IS bounded by surfaces

(ii) A surface is bounded by hues , and surfaces meet m lines

(ill) A Ime IB bounded (or termmated) by pomts , and lines meet m
points.

4

A line may be straight or curved

A straight bne has the same direction from point to point

throughout its whole length

A curved line changes its direction continually from point

to pomt
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Axiom There can he only one straight line joining two given

points that is,

Two straight lines ca/imot enclose a space

6 A plane is a flaJt surface, the test of flatness being that

if any two points are taken in the surface, the straight line

between them hes wholly in that surface

6 When two straight Imes meet at a

pomt, they are said to form an angle

The sttaighb lines are called the anns of the

angle , the point at which they meet is its vertex. V

The magmtude of the angle may be thus O A
eicplained

Suppose that the arm OA is fixed, and that OB turns about

the point O (as shewn by the arrow) Suppose also that OB
began its tuiming from the position OA Then the size of the

angle AOB is measured by the amount of turning required to

bring the revolving arm from its first position OA into its

subsequent position OB

Observe that the size of an angle does not in any way depend on the

length of its arms

Angles which he on either side of C
a common arm are said to be ad-

jacent

For example, the angles AOB, BOC,
which have the common arm OB, are
adjacent.

When two straight hnes such as AB, CD
cross one another at O, the angles COA, BOD
are said to be vertically opposite The
angles AOD, COB are also vertically opposite

to one another
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When one straight hne stands on an-

other so as to make the adjacent angles equal

to one another, each of the angles is called a
right angle

,
and each hne is said to bo per-

pendicular to the other

iC

O A

AxiOJiS (i) If 0 IS a point in a straight line AB, then a line

OC, which turns about 0 from the position OA to the position OB,

must pass through one position^ and only one, in which' it is

perpendicular to AB

(ii) All right angles are equal

eachA nght angle is divided into 90 equal parts called degrees C) .

degree mto 60 equal parts called minutes (') , each minute into 60 equal
parts called seconds (*)

In the above figure, if OC levolvos about O from the

position OA into the position OB, it turns through two right

angles, or 180°

If 00 makes a complete i evolution about 0, starting from OA
and returning to its onginal position, it turns through four
right angles, or 360°

8

An angle iihich is less than one right

angle is said to be acute

That IS, an acute angle is less than 00”

A

9 An angle which is greater b
than one right angle, but less than
two nght angles, is said to be obtuse

Tliat IS, an obtuse angle lies between
90° and 180° O A

10 If one arm OB of an angle turns

until it makes a stiaight line with the

other arm OA the angle so formed is g ' q a
called a straight angle

A straight angle=2 nght anglea=180°
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11 An angle which is gi eater

than two nght angles, but less than

four nght angles, is said to he
reflex.

Tliat IS, a reflex angle lies between
180° and d60

°

A

Notel When two straight lines meet, two angles are formed, one
greater, and one less than two right angles Tlie first arises by
supposing OB to have revoh ed from the position OA ^lie longer way
round, marked (i) , the other by supposing OB to have rei olved the

shorter way round, marked (ii) Unless the contrary is stated, the

angle bet^vcen two straight hnes will be considered to bo that which is

less than two right angles

12 Any portion of a plane surface bounded by one or

more hnes is called a plane figure

'-•^13 A circle is a plane figure contained

by a lino traced out by a point which moi es

so that Its distance from a certain fixed

point is always the same

Here the point P moves so that its distance
from the fixed pomt O is always the same

^The fixed point is called the centre, and the bounding line

IS called the circumference

r
i,'' 14 A radius of a circle is a straight hne drawn from the
centre to the circumference It follows that all radii of a
circle are equal

^15 A diameter of a circle is a straight line drawn through
the centre, and terminated both ways by the circumference

16 An arc of a circle is any part of the circumference
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^17 A semi-circle is the figure bounded
by a diameter of a circle and the part of the

circumference cut off by the diameter

18 To bisect means to divide mto two equal parts

Axioms (i) If a poini O moves

from k to B along the straighl hne ^ O B
AB, it must pass through one posi-

tion in which U divides AB trUo two equal parts

That IS to say _
Every finiie straight line has a point of hseaton /

(u) If a line OP, revoVamg aJbofid O turns / p
pom OA to OB, il must pass through one /
position in which it divides the angle AOB
into two equal parts

That IS to say ® ^

Every angle may he supposed to have a line of btsecitom

-/'Hypothetical Constructions

From the Axioms attached to Definitions 7 and 18, it

follows that we may suppose

(i) A straight line to he drawn perpendicular to a given

straight line from any point in it

(u) A finite straight line to he bisected at a point

(ill) An angle to he bisected by a line

Superposition and Equality

Axiom Magnitudes which can be made to coincide with one

another are equal

This aTiom implies that any hne, angle, or figure, may be taken up
from its position, and -without change m size or form, laid do\m upon a
second Ime, angle, or figure, for the purpose of comparison, and it

states that two such mamitudes are equal when one can be exactly
placed o-rer the other -without overlappmg

This process is called superposition, and the first magnitude is said to
be applied to the other
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Postulates

In order to draw geometrical figures certain instruments are

reqmred These are, for the purposes of this book, (i) a
straight niler (u) a pair of compares The following Postulates

(or requests) claim the use of these instruments, and assume
that with their help the processes mentioned below may be

duly performed

Let it be granted

1 That a straight line may be dravm from any one point to

any other point

2 That a FINITE (or terminate^ straight line may he

PRODUCED (that IS, piolonged) to any length in that straight

line

3 That a arcle may be drawn with any point as ceniie and
with a radius of any length

Notes (i) Postulate 3, as stated abo\e, im
plies that we may adjust the compasses to the
length of an> straight Imo PQ, and with a radius
of this lenrtli draw a circle with any point O as

centre Tliat is to say, the coinjiasses may be
used to transfer distances from one part of a
diagram to another

P Q

(ii) ffence from AB, the greater of two
straight lines, we may cut off a part equal 1

to PQ the less A |X B
For if with centre A, ard radius equal

to PQ, we draw an arc of a circle cutting _
AB at X, it 18 obvious that AX is equiu p
toPQ.

Q
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Introduotoby

1 Plane geometay deals with the properties of such lines

and figures as may be drawn on a plane surface

2 The subject is divided into a number of separate dis-

cussions, called propositions

Propositions are of two kmds, Theorems and Problems

A Theorem proposes to prove the truth of some geometncal

statement

/ A Problem proposes to perform some geometncal construc-

tion, such as to draw some particular hne, or to construct

some required figure

3 A Proposition consists of the following parts

The General Enunctation, the Particular Emneiaiion, the

Gonstrucitm, and the Proof

/
> (i) The General Enunciation is a prebminary statement,

descnbing in general terms the purpose of the proposition

-J (ii) The Particular Enunciation repeats in special terms
the statement already made, and refers it to a diagram, which
enables the reader to follow the reasoning more easily

/

(m) The Construction then directs the drawmg of such
straight bnes and circles as may be required to effect the
purpose of a problem, or to prove the truth of a theorem

(iv) The Proof sheivs that the object proposed in a problem
has been accompbshed, or that the property stated m a theorem
IS true

4

The letters Q B D are appended to a theorem, and stand
for Quod erat Demonstrandum, whtdi woe to he proved
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5 A Corollary is a statement the truth of which follows

readily from an established proposition
, it is therefore

appended to the proposition as an inference or deduction,

which usually requires no further pi oof

6 The following symbols and abbreviations are used in

the tovt of this book

In Part I

for therefore, for angle,

= „ is, or are, equal to, A „ tnanglo

After Part I

pt for point, perp for perpendicular,

St hne „ straight line, par” „ parallelogiam,

rt L „ right angle, rcctil „ rcctilmcal,

par* (or II) „ parallel, © „ circle,

sq „ square, O'* » circumference,

and all obnous contractions of commonly occumng ivords,

such as opp , adj , diag ,
etc

,
/or opposite, adjacent, diagonal,

etc

[For convenience of oral work, and to pt event the rather common
abuse of contractions by beginners, the above code of signs has been
introduced gradually, and at first somewhat sparingly ]

In numerical examples the follovvung abbiovnations will

be used

m /or metre, cm /or ccntimctic
mm „ millimetre km „ kilometie

Also inches are denoted by the symbol ("I

Thus 5” means 6 inches
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ON LINES AND ANGLES

Theorem 1 [Euclid I 13 ]

The adjacent angles which one straight line makes with another

straight line on one side of it, are together equal to two i ight angles

Let the straight line CO make with the straight Ime AB the
adjacent jJ AOC, COB

It is leqwtred to prove that the a* AOC, COB are together equal to

two right angles

Suppose OD IS at nght angles to BA.

Proof Then the L‘ AOC, COB together

=the three a* AOC, COD, DOB
Also the a*AOD, DOB together

= the three a* AOC, COD, DOB
the A* AOC, COB together= the a’AOD, DOB

=two right angles

QED

PROOF BY ROTATION

Suppose a straight lino revolving about O tnms from tho position OA
into the position OC, and thence into tho position OB , that is, let the
revolving line tnm m succession through the A* AOC, COB
Now in passmg from its first position OA to its final position OB,

the revolving Ime tnms through two right angles, for AOB is a straight
hne

Hence the A* AOC, COB together=two nght angles
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COROLLAEY 1 If iiDo strmqht lines

eai one mother, the four angles so formed
are together equal to four right angles

For example,

ABOD+ L DOA+ AAOC-f LCOB=:4 nght angles

Corollary 2 JFhen any number of
straight lines meet at a point, the sum of
the consecutive angles so formed is equal

to four nght angles

For n straight line revolving about O, and turning m succession

througb the /.‘AOB, BOO, COD, DOE, EOA, mil have made one
complete revolution, and therefore turned through four nght angles

DEFINITIONS

(i) Two angles whose sum is two nght angles, are said to

be supplementary and each is called tlie supplement of the

other

Thus in the Fig of Thcor 1 the angles AOC, COB are supplementary
Again the angle 123° is the supplement of the angle 57°

’ (n) Two angles whose sum is one nght angle are said to

be complementary
,
and each is called the complement of the

other

Thus in the Fig of Thcor 1 the angle DOC is the complement of the
angle AOC Again angles of 34“ and 50" are complementary

Corollary 3 (i) Supplements of the same angle arc equal

(u) Gomplemmls of the same angle are equal
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Theorem 2 pEuohd I 14 ]

If, at a pmvl in a straight line, two other straight lines, on

oppmte sides of it, male the adjaeent angles together equal to two

right angles, then these two straight lines are in one and the same
straight line

At O in the straight bne CO let the tiro straight lines OA,

OB, on opposite sides of CO, make the adjacent ^’AOC, COB
together equal to two nght angles (that is, let the adjacent

iJhOO, COB he supplementary)

It IS required to prove that OB and OA are in the same straight

line

Produce AO beyond O to any point X it will be shewn that

OX and OB are the same line

Proof Since by construction AOX is a straight bne,
the z. COX 18 the supplement of the Z.COA Thew 1.

But, by hypothesis,

the Z.COB 18 the supplement of the Z.COA

the iL COX= the LCOB

,

OX and OB are the same line

But, by construction, OX is in the same straight bne
with OA,

hence OB is also in the same straight bne with OA
QED
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EXERCISES

I Wntc down the enpplementi of one half of n right angle, four
third* of a nghl angle , alro of 16% 14S”, SS% 101“ 16'

•

? \\nte down the complement of tiro fifihs of a nght angle,
also of 27% IS IG, and 11“ 20' 30"

3 If mo "ttraight hnci intersect fonmng four <uiglcs of which one
IS known to l>c a right angle, pro\c that the other three are also right

angles

4 In the tnanglo ABC the angles ABC, ACB arc given equal H
the ride BC m ptwliiccil Iwth waxs, shew that the exterior angles eo

formed arc equal

6

In tJic tmncle ABC the angles ABC, ACB are gixcn equal If

AB and AC arc produced boxond the hx't, shew that the extenor angles

so fomed arc cipnl

Dffimtion The lines xvhich bisect an angle and the

adjacent ancle made hr producing one of if? amis are called

the mtcmal and ostcraal bisectors of the given angle

V'.

*11101 m the dngom, OX and OY arc the ’

internal and external luicctor' of the ancle *

Aoa

C O A
j

6 Prove that the IjL'eclora of the adjacent ancles which one
fttraitht line makes wiih nnolher coninu a right an^c Tliat is to

ray, the internal at rl rsttmal bie^etors oj n» angle arc at nght angle*

to one avothrr

7 Shew that the angler AOX and COY in the alioxc diagram arc
complrmcniarj

8 Shew that the angUs BOX and COX arc Bupplcmcntary , and
also that the angles AOY ami BOY arc aupplcincntarj

9 If tlie angle AOB la Vi', find Uie angle COY
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Theorem 3 {Euolidl 16]

If two straight lines cut one another, the v&itcMy opposite angles

are equal

Let the straight lines AB, CD out one another at the point O

It IS required to prove that

(i) t}ieLkOO= iheLDO^,
(u) Hie L COB= the L ADD

Proof Because AO meets the straight fine CD,
the adjacent ACC, AOD together == two nght angles ,

that IS, the l ACC is the supplement of the 4 AOD

Again, because DO meets the straight line AB,
the adjacent z.* DOB, AOD together= two nght angles

,

that is, the l DOB is the supplement of the aAOD

Thus each of the z.*AOC, DOB is the supplement of the Z.AOD,
the ^AOC=the l DOB

Similarly, the z. COB= the /lAOD

QED

PROOF BY ROTATION

Suppose the line COD to revolve about 0 until 00 turns into the
position OA Then at the same moment OD must reeich the position
OB (for AOB and COD are stratglU)

Thus the same amount of turning is required to close the Z.AOC os to
close the L DOB

the Z.AOC=the ADOB
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EXEBOISES ON ANGLES

INumenecd

)

1 Through what angles does the mmute hand of a clock turn in

(i) 5 minutes, (u) 21 mmutes, (ui) 43^ minutes, (iv) 14 mm 10 sec ^

And how long will it take to turn through (v) 66°, (vi) 222° ’

2 A clock IS started at noon through what angles will the hour
hand have turned by (i) 3 46, (u) 10 minutes past 6’ And what mil
be the time when it has turned through 172^° 1

3 The earth makes a complete revolution about its axis m 24 hours
Through what angle will it turn m 3 hrs 20 mm , and how long will it

take to turn through 130° *

4 In the diagram of Theorem 3

(i) If the /.AOC=35‘, write down (without measurement) the \alue
of each of the A* COB, BOD, DOA

(ii) If the A* COB, AOD together make up 250°, find each of the
A'COA, BOD

(m) If the A* AOC, COB, BOD together make up 274°, find each of

the four angles at O

{Theoretical

)

w 6 If from O a pomt m AB two straight Imes 00, OD are drau n on
omosite sides of AB so as to make the angle COB equal to the angle
AOD , shew that 00 and OD are m the same straight line '

6 Two straight lines AB, CD cross at O If OX is the bisector of
the angle BOD, prove that XO produced bisects the angle AOC

7 Two straight Imes AB, CD cross at O If the angle BOD is

bisected by OX, and AOC by OY, prove that OX, OY are m the same
straight line.

8 If OX bisects an angle AOB, shew that, by folding the diagram
about the bisector, OA may be made to coincide mth OB
How would OA fall with regard to OB, if

(i) the AAOX were greater than the AXOB ,

(ii) the AAOX wore less than the AXOB’

9 AB and CD are straight Imes mtersectmg at right angles at O ,

shew by foldmg the figure about AB, that OC may be made to fall

along OD

10 A straight Ime AOB is drawn on paper, which is then folded
about O, so as to make OA fall along OB , shew that the crease left m
the paper is perpendicular to AB

,
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ON JCRIANGIiES

1 Any portion of a plane surface bounded by one or more
lines IS called a plane figure

The stun of the bounding lines is called the perimeter of the figure

The amount of surface enclosed by the ponmeter is called the area.

2 Bectilineal figures are those which are bounded by
straight lines

3 A triangle is a plane figure bounded by three straight

hnes

4 A quadrilateral is a plane figure bounded byfmr straight

lines

5 A polygon is a plane figure bounded by
more than four straight lines

^6 A rectilineal figure is said to be
equilateral, when all its sides are equal

,

eqiuangular, when all its angles are equal

,

regular, when it is both eqmlateial and equiangular

7 Triangles are thus classified with regard to their sides

A tnangle is said to be
equilateral, when all its sides are equal

,

isosceles, when im of its sides are equal

,

scalene, when its sides are all unequal

Bk;[allateral Triangle. isosoeles IViangle. Scalene Triangle.

In a tnangle ABC, ^ejettersA B,.C often denote
the maimttiMf of the scieral angles {as measured in

degrees) , ana''^ie letters o, 6, c the laiqths of the
opposite sid^{as measured m inches^ centimetres, or
some other umt of length)
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Theorem 4 [Euclid I 4]

^ If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to fwo sides of the

ather, each to each, and the angUs vnduded hy tho^^ sides equal,

then the triangles aie equal tn all respects

D

C

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles in which
AB= DE,
AC=DF,

and the included angle BAG= the included angle EOF

It ts required to prove that the AABC = /Ae A DEF in all

respects

Proof Apply the A ABC to the a DEF,
so that the point A falls on the point Pi

and the side AB along the side DE

Then because AB= DE,
the point B must coincide with the point E

And because AB falls along DE,
• andJihe L. BAG= the L EPF.

AC must fall along DF

And because AC= DF,

the pomt C must comcide with the point F

Then since B coincides with E, and C with F,

' the side BC must coincide ,wi^ the side.EF

Hence the AABC coincides with the ApEF,
and IS therefore equal to it m all respects

QE
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Obs In this Theorem vre must carefully observe what is

given and what vs proved

f AB=DE,
Given that

-j
AC= DF,

[and the L BAG= the A EOF

From these data we prove that the tnangles coincide on
superposition

i BO= EF,

Hence we emdude that { the aABC= the L DEF,
I and the l ACB = the L DFE

,

also that the tnangles are equal m area

Nolice that the angles tchtch are proved equal in the two tnqngles

are opposite to sides vhich were given equal

Note. The adjeravng diagram ahev.-*

that in order to make two congruent
tnangles coincide, it may bt necessary
to ri>rcr«<-, that is, tom over one of them
before snpeiposition

EXERCISES

1 Sfteir (hat the hiscctor of Ihe vertical anqle of an iSDsetles tnangh
(i) bisecls the banc (ii) w perpendicular to the base.

Z'"2 Lei 0 be the middle point of a straight line AB, and lei OC he

perpendxctdar to i* Then if P t j any point in OC, proit that PA= PB

“i Assuming that the four sides of a square arc equal, and that its

angles arc all right angles, proie that in the square ABCD, the
diagonals AC, BD arc equal

4 ABCD IS a square, and L, M, and N arc the middle points of AB,
BC, and CD prove that

(i) LM=rMN
( 11) AM=DM

(ill) ANrrAM (iv) BN =DM
j

pjraiv a separate figure in each case ]

1

1

5 ABC IS an isosceles tnanglc from the equal sides AB, AC two
w^al^rts AX, AY are cut off, and BY and (3X are joined. Prove that
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Theoreji 5 pEuchd 15]

The angles at the base of an tsosceles triangle are equal

B D C

Let ABC be an isosceles tnanglo, m \rhich the side AB = the

side AC

It IS required to proie that the LkBO = ihe ilACB

Suppose that AD is the line uhich bisects the Z.BAC, and
let It meet BC in 0

1st Proof Then in the A* BAD, CAD,

r BA= CA,

because { AD is common to both tnangles,

land the included l BAD = the included l CAD

,

the tnangles are equal in all respects , Theoi 4

so that the Z-ABD = the aACD
QFD

2nd Proof Suppose the A ABC to be folded about AD

Then since the l. BAD = the L CAD,
AB must fall along AC

And since AB = AC,

B must fall on C, and consequently DB on DC

the Z.ABD vnll coincide with the ^ACD, and is therefore

equal to it

QE.D
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Corollary 1 If the equal sides AB, AC of
an isosceles iuangle are piodvced, the exicnoi

angles EBC, FOB are equal, for they are the

supplements of the equal angles at the base

Corollary 2 If a triangle ts equilateial, it is also equi-

angular

•^Definition A figure i^said^to bo symmetncal about a
Ime -wheu, on bein^folded jibout that line, the parts of tho
fijgiire on each gide of it can bo brought into coincidence
' The straight lino is called an axis of symmetry -

"hat this ini3’ be possible, it is clear that the two parts of the fagiiro-

mnst hai c the same size and shape, and must be similarly placed with
regard to the axis

Theorem 5 proves that an isosceles tnangle is symmetncal about

me Imcmr of tfs ymTiOAL anffle

^n c^ateraVjn}inglc ts symmetrical about the bisector of ANY
QTXF of its angt^

exercises

‘ 1 ABCD IS a fonr sided figure whose sides are all eqnal, and the-
diagonal BD is drawn show that

(i) the angle ABD=tho angle ADB

,

(ii) the angle CBD=the angle CDB

,

(ill) the angle ABC=tho angle ADC
2. ABC, DBC are two isosceles triangles draivn on the same base

BC, but on opposite sides of it pro\o (by means of Thcoi-em 5) that
~r the angle ABD=: the angle ACD

3 ABC, DBC are tiro isosceles triangles drnivn on the same base
BC and on the same side of it employ Theorem 5 to proie that

the angle ABD=tho angle ACD
4 AB, AC arc the equal sides of an isosceles triangle ABC, and

L, M, N arc the middle points of AB, BC, and CA respeotiiely prove
that

(i) LM=NM (u) BN=CL
(ill) the angle ALMs: the angle ANM
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Theorem 6 [Euclid 16]

If hoo angles of a triangle are equal to one another, then the

sides which are opposite to the equal angles are equal to one another

Let ABC be a tnangle in ivbiob

the 4 ABC= the Z.ACB

It IS required to pi ove that the side hO^^the side AB

K AC and AB are not equal, suppose that AB is the greater

From BA cut off BD equal to AC
Join DC

Proof Then in the A’ DBC, ACB,

[
DB = AC,

because -I BC is common to both,

[and the ihcluded l DBC = the included l ACB

the A DBC = the AACB m area, Theoi 4
the part equal to the whole

, which is absurd

AB IS not unequal to AC

,

that IS, AB = AC
QE.D

Corollary Eence if a inangle ts equiangular it is also

equilateral
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NOTE ON THEOREMS 6 AND 6

Theorems 5 nnd G may bo verified ex*
pcnmciitally by cutting out the gi\en
A ABC, and, after turning it over, mtmg
it thus reierstd into the vacant space left

in the paper

Suppose A'B'C' to be the original position of the A ABC, and let
ACB i^rescut the tnangle when rci creed

In Theorem 5, it will bo found on applying A to A' that C may be
made to fall on B', and B on C

In Theorem C, on applymg C to B' and B to C' we find that A mil
fall on A'

In either aise the given triangle reversed will comcide with its omi
" trace,” so that the side and angle on the tejl arc respectii ely equal to
the side and angle on the rtghl

NOTE ON A THEOREM AND ITS CONVERSE

» iTho enunciation of a theorem consists of tno clauses The first

clause tells us wnat we are to assume, nnd is called the bypotbesls , the
second tells us what tC ts required to proie, nnd is called the concluMon.^

For example, the enunciation of Theorem 6 assumes that in a certain
triangle ABC the side AB=t/ic side AC this is the hypothesis From
this It 13 required to pro\e that the angle ABC= the angle ACB this is

the ronelusion

v(ji we interchange the hj pothesis and conclusion of a theorem, we
enunciate a new theorem which is called the converse of the first

}

For example, in Theorem 5
It IB assumed that AB= AC

, \
it IS required to proie that the angle ABC=the angle ACB /

Now in Tlieorom 6
it 13 assumed that the angle ABC= the angle ACB ,\

IS required to proie t\w.t AB=AC /
Thus we sec that Tlicorcm 6 is the converse of Theorem 6 .(fo^ the

hypothesis of earh is the conclusion of the other ^
*“““

In Theorem 6 .wo cmploj an mdirect. melhod of proof frequently
used in geometry

(J'
It consists in wr^ing that tiie ’fnedre'm cannot he

unttue , since, itit were, we should bo led to some impossible condusioti
Jins fonn_ of proof is Known as Reductio ad Absurdiun, nnd is most

' used in demonstrating the con\ erso of some foregomg theorem ^
1 v^t must not however bo supposed that if a theorem is true, its con
verse is necessarily true [See p 25 ]
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THEORE5I 7 [Euclid I 8]

If two tncmgles have the three sides of the one equal to the three

of the other, each to each, they are equal in all respects

D

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles in which

AB= DE,

AC= DF,

BC= EF

It is requned to prove that the triangles are equal in all respects

3E*roof Apply the A ABC to the A DEF,
{ so that B falls on E, and BC along EF, and

^tso that-A 18 oiLthe side of EF opposite to_DL^
Ihen because BC= EF, C must fall on F

Let QEF he the new position of the A ABC
Join DG

Because ED = EG,
the z. EDG= the z. EGD Theor 5

Again, because FD = FG,
the z.FDG = the Z.FGD

Hence the whole L EDF= the whole z. EGF,
that 16

, the L EDF= the z. BAC

Then in the A* BAC, EDF,

f
BA=ED,

\
AC= DF,

[and the included z. BAC= the mcluded z. EDF,

the tnangles are equal in all respects Theor 4
QED

because
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01' In this Theorem
It 1= pu'/'n that AB= DE, BC= EF, CA= FD,

and "we jJTorc that £.C= '.F, ^A= £.D, i.B = ^E.
Also the tnangle? are equal m area

ihaf the nrgU^ irhitli are proved tpial in the bro triangles

are opposite side: vh^ch were girep egual

XoTE 1 We ha'^c taken the case m vLch DG falls *nthin the
s.’ EOF, EGF
Tvo o*her cases night anse

fi) DG migfit fall ontsidc the i_» EDF, EGF [as m Fig IJ.

(ii) DG might comeide nth DF, FG •’as in Fig 2].

There cas^s -vtII ame oal" vnea th® gi-en tninglea are obtase
aaglra o- nght-angVd , ard fas ml be seen rc-cafte'-; no* ci.rn then
if VC r>cgir bv ccoo^ing 'orsrperpmaca the yrc'r^er' side o2 the L. ABC
13 m the a^gra*n of page 24

2.<'^Tvo tungies are said to be equlaagalar to one another
men the angles of ore „rc rcspectivcV equal to ‘He angles of the other

H*rr^ 1 ~i>ro /o's thr three e dff of vrt rf-reroJfg e/pjol to the
thrff ftdei rj il f c‘}»r, ft tna~fte ore tqutanan^or to or«- ano ter

The s*T)dent sionla state the coa er^ theorem, and snev oj a
diagram that tne coa-e-se is not neccsranly true.

At fJ ir stage Prohlnns I—j and 8 [?" page 70} may
correnvn^lu he iatn>, the' proofs affording ged dlusfraiions of (fie

Identical Epianlg of Txj TnanalfS
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EXERCISES

On The iDBamoAL Equality of Two Triangles
Theorems 4 and 7

{Theoretical

)

v''! Show that tho straight hoe which joins the vertex of an isosceles

triangle to the middle point of the base,

(i) bisects the vertical angle

^
(ii) is perpendicular to tho base

' 2 If ABCD is a rhombus, that is, an equilateral foursidcd figure

,

show, by drawing the diagonal AC, that

(i) the angle ABC=the angle ADC

,

^
(ii) AC bisects each of the angles BAD, BCD

3 If m a quadrilateral ABCD the opposite sides are equal, namely
AB=:CD and AD=CB , prove that the angle ADC= tho angle ABC

1 4 If ABC and DBC are two isosceles triangles drawn on the same
base BC, prove (bj’ means of Theorem 7) that tho angle ABD=tho
an^e ACD, taking (i) the case where the triangles are on the same side

o|BC, (ii) the case where they are on opposite sides of BC

j 5 If ABC, DBC are two isosceles triangles drawn on opposite
Bides of the same base BC, and if AD be jomed, prove that eaph of the

igles BAC, BDC w ill be div ided into two equal parts

P6 Shew that tho straight lines which join the extremities of the
base of an isosceles triangle to the middle pomts of the opposite sides,

are equal to one another

7 Two given points m the base of an isosceles triangle are equi
distant from the extremities of the base show that they are also

equidistant from the vertex
I

v' 8 Shew that the triangle formed by joining the middle points
of tho sides of an equilateral triangle is also equilateral

4̂ 9 ABC IS an isosceles triangle having AB equal to AC, and the
angles at B and C are bisected by BO and CO shew that

(i) BO=CO,

j

(ii) AO bisects the angle BAC

10 Show that the diagonals of a rhombus [see Ex 2] bisect one
another at right angles

11 The equal sides BA, CA of an isosceles triangle BAC are pro
duced beyond the vertex A to the points E and F, so that AE is equal
to AF , and FB, EC are joined shew that FB is equal to EC
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nxmciSES on triangles

^
(Suni'ncal and Graphical )

*'
1 Dnw n trmnglc ABC, lm\ing gnen a^Ziy, 6=2 1", c=l 3*

Mc'»sure the angles, anti finil their sum

'^2. In the triangle ABC, a=7 fi cm , 6=7 0 on , and e=Gfi cm
Draw and nieasuro the pcrpcndtcalnrfrom B on CA.

1 Vmv a triangle ABC, in trluch a=7 cm , 6=C cm
,
0=65'

How would ton pro\c theorctjcillj that nn> two triangles iinting

tlioie parta arc alike in size and shape’ In%CDt some experimental

illiiStratton

\ I Dr"w a triangle from the following data 6=2", c=2 5*, A=67*,
and mcvtiire <t, B, and C

Draw a runun triangle, using na data the \ nines just found for a,

B, and C and im asuro 6, e, and A. \\ lint coiiclusion do you draw

»

0 A ladder, whoso foil is placed 12 feet from the ba«c of a house,

reiUita to a window ftot nlioxe the gronnd Draw a plan m which
1' rcprcaonts 10 ft and find hy mtasurement the length of the ladder

fi I go due North metre'!, then dne l>ist 20 inctrc'» Plotmj
course (senlc 1 cm to 10 nn'trci), and had 1)\ incnsiinmcnt as nearly as

von can how tar I am from inj Ntarting point

7 Whin the siiii is 12’abote the horizon, a tcrtical pole casts a
shadow "0 ft long Uoprtsent this on a diagram (scale 1" to 10 ft

)

and find ba measurement the approxim ite bci^ht of the pole

S I roma nnint Aa aura o\ or goes loO aards due Hart to 8 then
500 vanis dm. Isortb to C finalh dTO j nals duo Wtst to 0 Plot Ins

coiir^i. (ce,di 1* to KKl \ar<ls) , and lind roii^hh how far D is from A
Mcasnrt the angle DAB, and ear in wliat dircition D bears from A

0 8 and C are two points Inown to he 2110 aanls apart, on a
straight shore. A is a ac^'-cl at anchor The angles CBA, BCA arc
oliairtf J to be “W and SI* rtspeef i\clj Find graphicallj iht approxi
mate distance of tin vc'sel from the points B and C, ond from the
nearest jKoot on flioru

10 111 stint tint, a pari it is reqiiiri-d to lind tb( distance between
ti o points A ind B, unt as a Hkr inter\ cries, a direct measurement
cannot be made Tho sunetoi then fore takes a thml {wiiit C, from
whi>h both A and B arc nccissibk, and bo finds CA=2-1'5 jards,
CB= *120 \ards, and tho angle ACB= 12* Ascertain trom a plan tho
approximate distance butwcin A and B
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Theorem 8 [Euchd I 16 ]

If one svde of a triangle is produced, then the extenor angle is

greatei than eithei of the interior opposite angles

Let ABC be a tnangle, and let BC be produced to D

It IS leguired to pore that ike extenor ^ACD is gi eater than

either of the inienor opposite ABC, BAC

Suppose E to be the nuddle pomt of AC
Join BE , and produce it to F, makmg EF equal to BE

Join FC

Proof Then in the A* AEB, CEF,

[ AE = CE,

because
-j

EB = EF,

[and the ^ AEB = the vertically opposite Z-CEF

,

the tnangles are equal m all respects
,

Theor 4
so that the L BAE= the L ECF

But the L ECD IS greater than the L ECF

,

the L. ECD 18 greater than the L BAE

,

that IS, the /. ACD is greater than the l BAC

In the same way, if AC is produced to G, by supposing A to

be ]omed to the nuddle pomt of BC, it may be proved that
the 4. BCG IS greatei than the /.ABC

But the L BCG = the vertically opposite l ACD
the /.ACD IS greater than the /.ABC

QBD
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CoKOi XAPY 1 Any tiro anglci of a immk arc together

han hro nqitl amlc'^

l*or the AABC is less tlmn the Z.ACD Prot td
to e-ich mill tlic AACB

Then the A* ABC, ACB are loss thnn the I.* ACD, ACB,
therefore Ic's thnn two right niiglcs

B CD
ConoLMR'i 2 Eit.ru triangle viv’tt han at /rasf tiro acute

ngh'^

for if one angle is ohliisf' or n right nnele, then hj Cor I cnch of the

ther ingles must lx* lc<" than n rntht nngk

Conoi T-Al'V s Onht upr p rpenrhcular can he dmicu to a
tra ihi Itii' from a m-cn nf tl

P

If two fierjH iwlicuKrs eouhl he drawn to AB from
*, wc should Insen tnincli- PQR in which (ich of
he A* PQR, PRQ would Tbc a right ntiglc, which la

mpop'ihh^

A Q R B

rvrnci'^ns.

1 I'rou C-orollcrii 1 hj joining the vertex A to anv point in the

A ABC f < a tnaua'r md D o’lv J’omt mtlmi it If BD a'\d CD nre
loiji'd, thr antpf BDC ts iirm't r than Ifi'- anule BAC Prov o tin*

(1) hj proiliicini, BD to nic»t AC
(it) h\ joining AD, and producing it tnwanla the Im'i.

T If nn\ «'tdc of 1 triniulc ib produced hoth wivs, the ixtcnor
iiglcjs «o fonnt.d art togi thcr greater th in two right angles

1 To ft given at night line tiarc cannot ho drvwn from a point out-
ide It more thin tv o »;tni,.iit limn o( the mm. given length

d If thf eijuftl fcnlon of tin I’-oscelci triangle an. produced, Ibo
“xtenor tni'l'-s must lx obtu'’c
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THEOEEai 9 [Euclid L 18]

If me side of a triangle ts greater than anolhei, then the angle

opposite to the greater side ts greater than the angle opposite to the

1ms

Let ABC be a triangle, ui wbicb the side AC is greater than
the side AB

It ts tcgutred to prove that the Z-ABC ts gieatei than the lACB

From AC cut offAD equal to AB
Jom BD

Proof Because AB^ AD,
*. the z.ABD= the Z.ADB Theor 5

But the e-rtenor Z.ADB of the ABDC is CTeatei than the
interior opposite z. DCB, that is, greater than Sie Z.ACB

• the Z.ABD is greater than the Z.ACB
Still more then is the /.ABC greater than the /.ACB

I QED

4
Obs The mode of demonstration used in the following Theorem

IS known as the Proof hy Exhauation. It is applicable to cases m which
.one of certam suppositions must necessarily be true , and it consists in
^hewing that eacli of these suppositions is false with one exception
hence we truth of the remainmg supposition is inferred
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Theorem 10 [Eucbd I 19]

If one angle of a inangU ts giealet than anothe)^ then the side

opposite to tlie greater angle ts greater than the side opposite to the

less

A

B C

Let ABC be a triangle, ui which the a ABC is greater than

the lACB

It ts required to prove that the side AC ts greatei than the

side AB

Proof If AC IS not greater than AB,

It must be either equal to, oi less than AB

Now if AC ere equal to AB,

then the l ABC would be equal to the l ACB
,

Theor 5

but, by hypothesis, it is not

Again, if AC were less than AB,
then the a ABC would be less than the a ACB

,
Theoi 9

but, bv hypothesis, it is not

That IS, AC IB neither equal to, nor less than AB
AC IS greatei than AB Q E D

[For Exercises on Theorems 9 and 10 see page 34.]
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THEoraar 11 pEucbd I 20]

Any iwo sides of a triangle are together gi eater than the third

side

Let ABC be a tnangle

It IS leqiiired to prove that any two of its sides arc together

gi eater than, the third side

It IS enough to shew that if BC is the greatest side, then

BA, AC are together greater than BC^

Pioduco BA to D, making AD equal to AC
Join DC

Proof, Because AD = AC,

the L ACD= the lADC Theor 5

But the L BCD IS greater than the /:ACD

,

the L BCD IS greater than the Z.ADC,
that IS, than the l BDC

Hence from the A BDC,
BD IS greater than BC Them 10

But BD = BA and AC together

,

BA and AC are together greatei than BC
QED

Note Tins proof may serve as an exercise, bnt the truth of the
Tlieorem is really self cvideut For to go from B to C along the
straight Ime BC is clearly shorter than to go irom B to A and then
from A to C In other words

Ttie 'shortest distance between two points %s the straight line which joins
* them.
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Theorem 12

Of all straight lines drawn from a given point to a given straight

line the perpendtcitlar is the least

A R Q C P B

Let OC be the perpendicular, and OP any oblique, drawn from

the given point O to the giA en straight line AB

It IS required to prove that OC is less than OP

Proof In the a OOP, since the l OOP is a ngbt angle,

the L OPC IS le^s than a nght angle
,

Theor 8 Cof

that IS, the L OPC is less than the L OCP
OC IS less than OP Hieor 10.

QED

Corollary 1 Hence conversely, since there can be only

one perpendicular and one shortest Ime from 0 to AB,

If OC IS the shortest straight line from O to AB, then OC is

perpendicular to AB

Corollary 2 Tuo obliques OP, OQ, ichtch cut AB at equal

distances from C the foot of the perpendicular, are equal

The A* OCP, OCQ maj be shenn to bo congruent bj Tlicorcm 4,

hence OP=OQ.

Corollary 3 Of two obliques OQ, OR, if OR cuts AB at the

greater distance from C the foot of the perpendicular, then OR is

greater than OQ.

The AOQC is acute, the AOQR is obtuse ,

the AOQR is greater than the Z.ORQ,
OR IS greater than OQ.

CH S O
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BXKROISES ON INEQUALITIES IN A TRIANGLE

1 The hypoUnuse m th& greatest side ofa ngM angled triangle.

2 The gi eatesl side of any triangle males acvie angles with each of
the other sides

•— 3 If from the ends of a side of a triangle, two straight lines are
draion to a point within the triangle, then these straight lines are together

less than the other two sides of the triangle

4 BC, the base of an isosceles triangle ABC, is produced to any
{joint D , shew that AD is greater than citlior of the equal sides

6

If in a quadrilateral the greatest and least sides arc opposite
to one another, then each of the angles adjacent to the least side is

greater than its opposite angle

6 In a triangle ABC, if AC is not greater than AB, shew that
any straight line drawn through the aertox A and terminated by the
base BC, is less than AB

7 ABC IS a triangle, in which OB, OC bisect the angles ABC,
ACB rcapcctiicly show that, if AB is greater than AC, then OB is

greater than OC

8 The difieronco of any two sides of a triangle is less than the
third side

k

9

The sum of the distances of any point from the three angular
omts of a triangle is greater than half its perimeter

1 10 The pcninotor of a quadrilateral is greater than the sum of

its diagonals

11 ,.ABC IS a triangle, and the vertical angle BAC is bisected by
a line which meets BC in X , shew that BA is greater than BX, and
CA greater than CX Hence obtam a proof of Theorem 11

12 The sum of the distances of any point within a triangle from
its angular points is less than the perimeter of the triangle

13 The sum of the diagonals of a quadrilateral is less than the
rsum of the four straight lines draw n from the angular points to any
^len point Pro\o this, and point out the exceptional case

^^4 In a triangle any two sides are together greater than twice the
median which bisects the remaining side

[Produce the median, and complete tlie construction after the
manner of Theorem 8 ]

16 In any triangle the sum of the medians is less than the perimeter
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«Raj Bahatfi:,- MATHUR.
PAEALLELS

r
Definttion Parallel straight lines are such asj being in

;he same plane, do not meet howe\erfai they are produced
3eyond both ends

Note. Parallel lines must bo «n tht same, plane For instance, tvro (

straight lines, one of which is draihi on a table and the other on the
loor would no\cr meet if produced, but they are not for that reason
leccssanly parallel

^Axiosl Tico mtersedtng slratght lines mnnot hath le parallel Jv

'o a third straight line

In other words
Through a giien point *here can be only one straight line parallel

'o a giien straight line

This assumption is knouTi as Playfair's Axiom S')

DEFnaxiox THien two straight lines AB, CD are met by
1 third straight hue EF, eight angles are foi med, to u Inch for

the sake of distinction particular names are given.

Thus in the adjoining figure,

1, 2, 7, 8 are called extenor angles,

3, 4, 5, 6 are called intenor angles,

4 and 6 are said to be alternate angles

,

so also the angles 3 and 5 are altemate
to one another

Of the angles 2 and 6, 2 is referred

to as the extenor angle, and 6 as the

intenor opposite angle on the same side

of EF Such angles arc also known as corresponding angles

Similarly 7 and 3, 8 and 4, 1 and 5 are pairs of correspondmg
angles
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Fheorem 13 [Euclid I 27 and 28 ]

If a straight line etiis two oVien st/iaxghi lines so as to mahe

(i) the alternate angles equal,

or (u) an eximor angle equal to the interior ojifosde angle on the

same side of the cutting line,

or (m) the interior angles on the same side equal to two right

angles,

then in each case the two straight lines are parallel

(i) Let tlie straight line EQHF cut the two straight lines

AB, CD at Q and H so as to make the alternate z.’AGH, GHD
equal to one another

It IS requued to prove that AB and CD are parallel

Proof If AB and CD are not parallel, they will meet, if

produced, either towards B and D, or towards A and C

If possible, let AB and CD, when produced, meet towards B
and D, at the point K

Then KQH is a triangle, of which one side KG is produced to A

,

the extenor /.AGH is greater than the intenor oppoate
Z.GHK

,
but, by hypothesis, it is not greater ^

AB and CD cannot meet when produced towards B and D
Similarly it may be sheivu that they cannot meet towards
A and C

AB and CD are parallel
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(u) Let the oxtenor l EGB=the mtenor opposite lQHD

U ts leqinred to prove th-at AB and CD are parallel

Proof Because the l EGB= the lGH D,

and the l EGB = the vertically opposite L AGH

,

the z.AGH = the Z.GHD

and these are alternate angles

,

AB and CD are parallel

(ill) Let the tuo interior z.*BGH, GHD be together equal to

two right angles

It IS required to prove that AB and CD are parallel

Proof Because the l* BGH, GHD together = two right

angles

,

and because the adjacent /."'BGH, AGH together = tu o nghj
angles

,

the A* BGH, AGH together= the A* BGH, GHD

From these equals take the a BGH ,

then the remaining AAGH = the remaming A GHD

and these are alternate angles

,

AB and CD are parallel

QED

Detinition a straight Ime drawn across a set of given
lines IS called a transversal

For instance, in the abo\e diagram the line EGHF, which crosses the
given lines AB, CD is a transversal
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Theorem 14 [Euchd I 29 ]

If a straight line cuts two parallel lines, it maJ^es

the alternaie angles equal to one another

,

(u) the exterior angle equal to the interior opposite angle on the

same side of the cutting line

,

(ill) the tuoo xntenoT angles on the same side together equal to two

right angles

Let the straight hnes AB, CD be parallel, and let the

straight line EQHF cut them-

It IS required to prove that

(i) the L/djH = Oie alternate ^ QHD

,

(u) the extenor l EGB = the interior opposite l GHD ,

(m) the two interior BGH, QHD together^two right angles

Proof (i) K the Z.AGH is not equal to the Z.GHD,
suppose the L PGH equal to the l GHD, and alternate to it

,

then PG and CD are parallel Theor 13

But, by hypothesis, AB and CD are parallel

,

the two intersecting straight hnes AG, PG are both parallel

to CD which is impossible. Playfaifs Axiom

the Z.AGH IS not unequal to the /.GHD

,

that IS, the alternate £.*AGH, GHD are equal

(u) Again, because the /:EGB= the vertically opposite

tAQH,
and the l AGH = the alternate z. GHD , Proved
the extenor z. EGB= the mterior opposite Z.GHD
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(ill) Lastly, the L EQB= the GHD
,

Proved

add to each the L BQH

,

then the /.* EGB, BGH together= the angles BGH, GHD

But the adjacent EGB, BGH together=Wo right angles

,

the Wo intenor /.* BGH, GHD together=Wo right angles

QEP

P.VKALLELS ILLUSTRATED BY ROTATION

The direction of a straight lino is dotcrmincd b} the angle which
it makes nitli some gi\on Imc of reference

Thus the direction of AB, rolntiiely to the gi\en lino YX, is gnen by
the angle APX
Non suppose that AB and CD in

the adjoiuing diagram are parallel

,

then we ha\ c learned that
thec^t A.APX = tbcint opp ACQX,
that IS, AB and CD »iai« angles

with the line of reference YX
This brings us to the leading idea

connected with parallels

Parallel straight lines hate the same
DiRFOTio>, hit differ in position
The same idea may be illiistmtcd

thus
Suppose AB to rotate about P through the 4.APX, so as to take the

position XY Thence let it rotate about Q the mposite tcatf through
the equal 4.XQC it Mill now take the position CD Tims AB may be
brought into the position of CD by two rotations mIiicIi, being equal
and opposite, ini oh t no final change of direction

HypotufticMi Construction In the above diagram let

AB be a fixed stinight line, Q a fixed point, CD a straight

line turning about Q, and YQPX any transversal through Q
Then as CD rotates, there must be one position in hiM the
4.CQX = the fixed 4.APX

Bence through any gnen point tie may assume a line to pass
parallel to any guen stiaighf line

Obs If AB is a stinight line, movements from A towards
B, and from B tovards A arc said to bo in opposite senses
of the line AB
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Theorem 16 fEuobd L 30 ]

Straight lines which are parallel to the same straight line are

paralld to one another

Lot the straight lines AB, CD be each parallel to the straight

line PQ.

It IS required to prone that AB and CD are parallel to one

another

Draw a straight line EF cutting AB, CD, and PQ in the

points Q, H, and K

Proof Then because AB and PQ are parallel, and EF meets
them,

the z.AGK = tho alternate ^GKQ.

And because CD and PQ aie jiarallel, and EF moots them,

the exterior /. GHD = the intenor opposite l GKQ ^

y

thez.AGH = tho£.GHD,
and these are alteniate angles

,

AB and CD are parallel

QED

Note. If PQ lies between AB and CD, the Proposition needs no
proof, for it 18 inconcciiublo that two straight bnes, which do not
meet an intermediate straight line, should meet one another

The trnth of this Proposition may be rcadilj deduced from Playfair’s

Axiom, of which it is the converse >

For if AB and CD were not parallel, they would meet when produced
Then there would be tivo intersoctinn straight lines both parallel to a

third straight line ahich is impossible

Therefore AB and CD never meet , that is, they are parallel
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EXERCISES ON PARALLEI^S

1 In the dmgnm of the prc% lous page, if the angle EGB is 65“,

express in degrees each of the angles GKC, HKQ, QKF

2 Straight Itnex ichieh are perpendtcvlar to the same straight fine are v
parallel to one another

^^3 If a i>rairjht line meet two or more paralM strainht Itnet, and is

perprnd^eular to one of them, it ii al^o perpendicular to all the others

O 4 Annies of ichieh the arms are parallel, each to each, arc cither x
equal or fuppltrncntaru

5 Tno straight lines AB, CD bisect one another at O Shew that «

the straight tines joining AC and BD arc parallel

C An\ straight line drawn parallel to the bast of an isosceles tri *>.

angle maCcs equal angles with the sides

7 If from nn^ point In the biseetor of an angle a straight line la

drawn parallel to cither arm of the angle, the triangle thus forine*d is

iBCcelcs

8 From X, a point in the base BC of an isosceles triangle ABC, a
straight line is drann at right angles to the base, cutting AB in Y, and
CA produced in Z shew the triangle AYZ is looscelrs

p If the straight lino aliieh bisects an cxienor angle of a tnaiigic
IS parallel to the opposite side, shew that the triangle is isosceles

10

The straight lines drawn from anj point in the bisector of an
angle parallel to the arms of the angle, and tenniimted by tlioin, arc
equal and the resulting figure is a rhombus

11 AB and CD are two straight lines intcrse'cting at D, and the
ailjaccnt nnghs so formed arc bisected if through an^ point X in DC a
straight line YXZ is drawn panillel to AB and lucetiiig the bisectors in
Y and Z, shew tbit XY is qquni to XZ

12 Two straight rods PA, QB rceohe about pilots at P and Q, PA
making 12 complete rc\ elutions a niinnle, and QB making 10 If thej
start parallel and pointing the leiinc wnj , bow long w ill it be before tlicj
are again parallel, (i) pointing opposite ways, (ii) pointing the same waj
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Tftforfm 1G [Enclul I 32]

The three antflcs oj a triangle are ingetht-r equal to ttco rtoht

angles

A

B CD
Lot ABC be ft Innuylc

It »? reqmrrei to prou that the three ».'ABC, BCA, CAB toatlher

e-ttrn tight anglf-i'

Produce BC to atn point D , and ‘suppose CE to be the line

through C iwntllcl to BA.

Proof IJccftUsc BA nnd CE aic pnallcl and AC moots them,
the 4. ACE - the altcnntc *.CAB

Again, because BA and CE are jwmllcl, and 8D meet- them
the cvtcrior l ECO =• tho mionor opjiositc i. ABC

the ichole cjtfcnor lACO-=^ the »iti« oj tht ticv ink nor ojqio-^ite

^•CAB, ABC

To each of those equals add tho L BCA
then the ^.'BOA, ACD together -the three l* BCA, CAB, ABC

But tho adjacent i.‘BCA ACD togcthci =t\\o right ancles

the ;L*BCA, CAB, ABC together = tsro right angles

Q F„P

OJs In tho course of this proof tho folloiving most ini-

poitnnt property has been established

- If aside of a trianale ts produced the ejctcrwr anale is tqual h
the sum of the two interior oppo’nte anglei

Namely, the ext l ACD = the LCAB + the L ABC
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INPERENOES FROM THEOREM 16

I If h,E, and C denote the numier of degrees in the angles of
a triangle,

then A+B+C= 180‘

'^2 Ij two ti tangles haie two angles of the one re^ectively equal

to two angles of the other, then the third angle of the one is equal to

the third angle of the other

J 3 'In any nght-angled triangle the two acute angles are comple-

mentary

J 4 If one angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of the other

two, the triangle is nght-angled

5 The sum of the angles of any quadrilateral figure is equal to

foui nght angles

y.

EXERCISES ON THEOREM 16

Each angle of an equilateral triangle is tiro thirds of a nght
angle, or 60"

v/ 2. In a nght-angled isosceles triangle each of the equal angles
IS 43"

i 3 Two angles of a tnangle are 36" and 123" respectively deduce
the third angle , and \ enfy your result by measnrement

4 In a tnangle ABC, the Z.B= 111% the AC=42", deduce the Lh,
and verify by measurement. ^

6 One side BC of a tnangle ABC is produced to D If the exterior
angle ACD is 134", and the angle BACis42", find each of theremaming
intenor angles

6 In
^
the figure of Theorem 16, if the AACD= 118", and the

^B=51", find the A*A and C, and check your results by measuiement

^'^7 Prove that the three angles of a triangle are together equal to two
nght angles hy supposing a line drawn through the vertex parallel to the
base

8 If Uoo straight lines are perpendicular to two other straight lines,
each to each, the acute angle between the first pair is equal to the acute
angle between the second pair
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^''Corollary 1 AU the ttUenor angles of any rectihneal figure,

together with four right angles, are equal to twice as many right

angles as the figure has sides

Let ABODE be a rectilineal figure of n sides

It IS lequtred to prove that all the interior angles+ 4: rt l*

= 2nrt L*

Take any point O within the figure, and join O to each of

its vertices

Then the figure is divided into n triangles

And the three L’ of each A together=2 rt l*

Hence all the A* of all the A* together= 2n rt l’

But all the z.‘ of all the A* make up all the intenor angles

of the figure together with the angles at O, which = 4 rt a.*

all the int of the figur6+ 4 rt z.* = 2n rt l*

QED

Definition A regular polygon is one which has all its

sides equal and all its angles equal

Thus if D denotes the number of degrees in each angle of

a regular polygon of n sides, the above result may be stated

thus
tiD + 360*=n 180*

EXAMPLE

Find the number of degrees in eaeh angle of

(i) a regular hexagon (6 sides)

,

(ii) a regular octagon (8 sides)

,

(ill) a regular deeagon (10 sides)
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EXERCISES ON TirEOREM 16

[ynmeneal and Oraphieal

)

1 ABC 1 *; a tnanglo in iihich the angles at B and 0 arc re

spcctiNcly double and treble of the angle at A 6nd the number of

degrees in each of these angles
/

‘^2 Express m degrees the angles of an isosceles tnanglo in which

(i) Each base angle is double of the vertical angle ,

^li) Each liasc angle is four times the vertical angle

\J3 The base of a tnanglo is produced both ways, and the extenor
ongles arc found to bo 04* and , deduce the tcrticnl angle Con
struct such a triangle, and check your result by nicssuromcnt

~^A The sum of the angles at the base of a triangle is 1G2’, and their

difTcrcncc is GO" find all the angles

V5 Tlie ancles at the base of a tnanglc are 84" and 62“
, deduce

(0 the \erticn1i ongle (ii) the angle between the bisectors of the base
angles Check vour results by construction aud measurement

^0 In a tnanglc ABC, the angles at B and C arc 74“ and 62’
, if AB

and AC arc produced, deduce tiie angle Iictwcen the bisectors of the
exterior angles CliccI^ your result graphically

' 7 Three angles of a quadrilateral are respectively 1145", 60“, and

73J“ , find the fourth angle

f

In a quadrilateral ABCD the angles at B, C, and D arc re

spcctii cl\ cquol to 2A, *1A, and 4A , find nil the angles

i/n Four angles of an irregular pentagon (5 sides) arc 40*, 78", 122’,

and l^l* , find the fifth angle

' 10 In any regular pol\gon of n sides, each angle contains
right angles

* ' ”

(i) Deduce tins result from the Enuiicintion of Corollary 1

(ii) Prove It indcpcndciith by joining one \crt«x A to each of the
others (except the two imiiicdintcly adjacent to A), thus dividing tlic

poly gon into n - 2 triangles

* 11 How many sides have the tegular polygons each of whose
angles is (i) 103“, (ii) 150“

»

j
12 Sliew that the only regular figures which may bo fitted together

so as to form a plane surface are (i) egutlaleral triangles, (ii) squares,
(ill) regular hexagon*
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COKOLLABT 2 If the Sides of a reciiltneal figure, which has
w re-entrant angle, are produced in order, then all the exterior

ingles so formed are together equal to four right angles.

1st Proofl Suppose, as before, that the figure has n sides

,

xnd consequently ii voifcices

Now at each verto-s:

the intenor /.+ the extenor ^ = 2 rt /.*

,

xnd there are n vortices,

the sum of the int A* + the sum of the e\t i^r=2n rt l*

But by Corollary 1,

the sum of the int Lf-i- 4 it 4* =2n rt 4‘,

the sum of the ext 4* = 4 rt 4*

QED
2nd Proof

Take any point 0, and suppose Oa, Ob, Oc, Od, and Of, aio

linos parallel to the sides marked. A, B, C, D, E (and draxni

from O in the sense in which those sides wore produced)
Then the extenor 4 between the sides A and B= tho LaOb
And the other extenor 4*=the 4*i0c, cOd, dOe, eOa,

respectively

the sum of the ext 4*<=the sum of the 4* at O
«=4 rt 4*
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E3CERCISES ^

1 If one side of a regnlar hexagon is produced, she^' that the

extenor angle is equal to the mtenor angle of an equilateral tnangle.

2 Express in degrees the magnitude of each exterior angle of

(i) a regnlar octagon, (a) a regular decagon
^

3 Hour many sides has a regular polygon if each exterior angle is

(i) 30% (u) 24'

»

4 If a straight line meets two parallel straight Imes, and the tu o
mtenor angles on the same side are bisected, shew that the bisectors

meet at right angles

5 If the base of any tnangle is produced both ways, shew that the
sum of the two extenor angles minus the vertical angle is equal to two
nght angles

6 In the tnangle ABC the base angles at B and C arc bisected by

BO and CO respectively Shew that the angle BOC=90'+g

7 In the tnangle ABC, the sides AB, AC are produced, and the
extenor angles ore bisected by BO and CO Shew that the angle

BOC=90'-J

8 The angle contamed bv the bisectors of two adjacent angles of

a qiiadnlateral is equal to half the sum of the remammg angles
'

9 A IS the icrtcv of an isosceles tnangle ABC, and BA IS produced
to 0, so that AD is equal to BA , if DC is drawn, shew that BCD is a
nght angle

^
10 The straight line joining the middle point of the hypotenuse

of a nght-angled triangle to tne nght angle is equal to half the
hypotenuse.

EXPERniENTAL PROOF OF THEOREM 16 [A+ B + C= 180' ]

In the A ABC, AD is perp to BC the
greatest side AO is bisected at nght
^^Ics by ZY , and YP, ZQ are perp* on

If now the A is folded about the three
dotted hncs, the A* A, B, and C will com
cidp with the A* ZDY, ZDQ, YDP

.

their sum is 180'
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' Theorem 17 [EucM L 26 ]

If iwo triangles have two angles of one equal to two angles of the

oth^, each to each, and any side of the first equal to the corre^ondtng

side of the other, the triangles are equal tn all respects

A D

B C E F

Let ABO, DEF be two tnangles m which
the /.A=the ^D,
the /.B=the ^E,

also let the side BC=the corresponding side EF

It IS required to prove that the a* ABC, DEF are equal in all

respects

Proof The sum of the a* A, B, and 0
= 2 rt /L*

’ Theor 16
= the sum of the L* D, E, and F,

and the z.’A and B= the D and E respectively,

the /!LC= the /.F

Apply the a ABC to the A DEF, so that B falls on E, and
BC along EF

Then because BC= EF,

C must coincide with F

And because.the l. B =the l E,

BA must fall along ED

And because the z. C= the z. F,

CA must fall along FD

the pomt A v^hich falls both on ED and on FD, must com
cide with D, the pomt m which these hues intersect

the A ABC comcides with the A DEF,
and IS therefore equal to it in all respects

So that AB= DE, and AC= DF

,

and the a ABC= the A DEF m area. QED
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EXERCISES

On* the lDrj.TIOAL EQUAUTV of TRlA^aLES

1 Show tlint the pcrpcndii-nlars drawn from the extremities of the-

aase of an isosceles triangle to the opposite sides arc equal

2 Anif point on the bisector ofan angle ts equidistant from the arms
if the angh

I "i Tliroiigh O, the middle point of a straight lino AB, an> straight

line IS drawn, and pcrncndictilnrs AX and BY arc dropped upon it from
and B shew that AX is equal to BY

4 If the bisector of the icrtical angle of a triangle is at right

angles to the base, the triangle is isosceles

5 If 111 a tnangle the perpendicular from the vertex on the base
bisects the base, then the tnauglc is isosceles

G If the bisector of the vertical angle of a tnangle also bisects the
base, the triangle is isosceles

[I’niducc the bistctor, and coiiiplcto the coiistniction after the

manner of Theorem 8 ]

7 The middle point of nnj straight line v\ Inch meets two parallel

straight bncs, and is terminated bj them, is equidistant from the

p iriilcls

S \, striightlinc drawn between two parallels and tcnninatcd by
them, IS bisected , show that anv other straight line passing through
the middle point and tenniuated bj the parallels, is also bisected at
that point

0 If through A point equidistant from two narallcl straight lines,

two straight lines are dravrn cutting tho parallels, the portions of the
latter thus intercepted arc equal

10 In aqiiadrilatoml, ABCD, if AB=:AD, and BC= DC shew that
the diagonal AC bisects each of the angles w Inch it joins , and that AC
IS perpendicular to BD

11 A itnrveijor inshrs to ascertain the breadth of a rtter lehieh he
cannot cross Standing at a point A near the bank, he notes an object B
imnifdialdy opposite on the other banL He lays doini a line AC ofany
length at right angles to AB, fixing a marl at O the middle point ofAC
/ rom C he walls along a line perpcndiailar to AC until he reaches a point

0from which O and B are seen tn the same direction He now measures
CD proie that the result gnes him the width of the nver

0 8 0 D
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, ON THE IDENTICAL EQUALETY OF TRIANGLES

Throe cases of the congruence of tnangles ha^ o been dealt

vith in Theorems 4, 7, 17, the results of which may be

summarised as follows

TSvo tnangles are equal in all respects when the followang

three parts in each are sei orally equal

'J 1 Tixo sides, and the mduded anqlr Theoiem 4

/ 2 The three sides Theorem 7

3 Tv^o angles and one side, the side giien tn one tiiangle

CORRESPONDING to that giicn tn the other Theorem 17

Two tnangles are not, howe\cr, nccessanly equal m all

respects when ami three parts of one arc equal to the corre-

sponding parts of the other

For ovamplc
(i) When the three angles of one are

equal to the thee angles of the other,

each to each, the adjoining diagi im
shows that the tnangles need not bo

equal in all respects

(ii) WTion two sides and one angle m one are equal to two

sides and om angle of the other, the gi\on angles being opposite

to equal sides, the diagram below shews tint the triangles

need not bo equal in all respects

For if AB = DE, and AC = DF, and the a ABC= the aDEF, it

mil bo seen that the shorter of the given sides m the
triangle DEF may he in either of the positions OF or OF'

Note From these data it may bo shewn that the angles opposite
to the equal sides AB, DE are either fqnat (as for instance the A* ACB,
DF'E) or sujyolementary (os the A*ACB, DFE)

, and that in the former
case the triangles arc equal in all respects This is called the
ambiguous case m the concnienco of tnangles [Sec Problem 9, p S2

1

If the angles at B and E are ri^t angles, the ambiguiU dis
appears This exception is proi cd m the following Theorem
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Theorem 18

Tico nght-aniied triangles uhtch have their hypotenuses equal,

and one side of one equal to one side of the other, are equal in all

respects

Let ABC, DEF be ti70 nght-aagled tnangles, m which
the z.*ABC, DEF are nght angles,

the hypotenuse AC= the hypotenuse DF,

and AB=DE
It IS required to prone that the A* ABC, DEF are equal in alt

respeds

Proof Apply the AABC to the A DEF, so that AB falls

on the equal line DE, and C on the side of DE opposite to F
Let C' be the point on which C falls.

Then DEC' represents the AABC in its new position

Since each of the a* DEF, DEC/ is a nght angle,

EF and EC' are in one straight hne

And in the AC'DF, because DF = DC' {t c AC),
• the aDFC =the aDC'F Theor b

Hence in the A* DEF, DEC',

{the L DEF= the L DEC', being nght angles

,

the L DFE = the L DC'E, Proved
and the side DE is common

the A' DEF, DEC' are equal in all respects, Theor 17.

that IS, the A* DEF, ABC are equal in all respects

QE.D
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Theorem 19 [Euclid I 24]

If two Inangles have two stdes of the one equal to two sides of the

oth^, each to each, hut the angle included hy the two sides of one

greater than the angle included by the corresponding sides of

the other, then the base of thai which has the great^ angle is

greater than the base of the other

Let ABC, DEF be two tnangles, m which
BA=ED,

and AC = DF,

but the L BAC IS greater than the l EOF
i? IS required to prove thai the base BC ts greater than the

base EF

Proof Apply the A ABC to the A DEF, so that A falls on D,

and AB along DE
Then because AB= DE, B must coincide with E

Let DG, GE represent AC, CB in their new position

Then if EG passes through F, EG is greater than EF

,

that IS, BC IS greater than EF
But if EG does not pass through F, suppose that DK bisects

the L FDG, and meets EG in K Jom FK

Then in the A* FDK, GDK,

f FD = GD,
because -! DK is common to both,

[and the included l FDK= the included lGDK
,

FK= GK Thear 4.

Now the two Bides EK, KF are greater than EF

,

that IS, EK, KG are greater than EF
EG (or BC) IS greater than EF Q.ED
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Conversely, »/ iico inanqles hate heo tidce of the one egual to two

oides of the otliei, each to each, but the 6asc of one gt eater than the

base of the other, then the angle eontained by the sides of that winch

ha<! the greater ha<tt, is greater than the angle contained by the

eortespondmg sides of the other

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles in i\hich

BA»=ED,
and AO«DF,

but the huso BC is greater than the base EF

It IS leginred to prove that the l BAC is greater than the L EOF,

Proof If the l. BAC is not greater than the L EOF,
It mast be either equal to, or less than the L EOF

Non if the l BAC were equal to the L EOF,
then the base BC would be equal to the base EF Theor 4

but, by hypothesis, it is not.

Again, if the z. BAC neie loss than the /.EOF,
then the base BC would bo less than the base EF

,
Theor 19

but, by hyiwthesis, it is not

That IS, the L BAC is neither equal to, nor less than the L EOF

,

the L BAC IS greater than the L EOF
QED

+ Theorems marked inlh an asftnsk may be omitted or pottponed at the

diterelton of the teacher
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REVISION LESSON ON TRIANGLES

1 State the properties of a triangle relating to

(i) the sum of its interior angles

,

(ii) the sum of its exterior angles

What property corresponds to (i) in a polygon of n sides’ With
what other figures does a triangle share the propertv (ii) ’

2 Classify triangles ivith regard to their angles Enunciate any
Theorem or dorollary assumed m the classification

3 Enunciate tiro Theorems in w hich from data relating to the sides

a conclusion la drarm relating to the angles

In the triangle ABC, if a= 3‘6 cm ,
6=2 8 cm , c=3 6 cm ,

arrange
the angles in oraer of their sizes (before measurement) , and proi e that
the triangle is acute-angled.

4 Enunciate two Theorems in which from data relating to the
angles a conclusion is drawn relatmg to the sides

In the tnongle ABC, if

(i) A=4S’ and B=51’, find the third angle, and name the greatest

side

(ii) A=B=62i’, find the third angle, and arrange the sides in order
of their lengths

5

From which of the conditions giicn below may we conclude that
the triangles ABC, A'B'C* are identically equal’ Point out where
ambiguity arises

, and draw the tnanglc ABC in each case

rA = A'=71'' r a= a'=4’2 cm fA=A'=%°
(») B=B =46° (H) 6= 6'=2 4 cm (ill) Jb = B'=121*

ic= C'=23°= n'=3 7 cm lc=c=8r

[ a= a =3 0 cm fB=B'=63° fC=C =90°

-j
c= c'=6 cm(iv) 6= 6'=6 2 cm (V) J 6= 6'=4 3 cm. (Vl)

[
c= c'=45 cm ( c= c'=6'0 cm ( a= a'=3 cm

6 Summarise the results of the lost question by stating generally
under what conditions tw o triangles

(i) are necessarily congruent

,

(ii) may or may not be congruent.

7 1/ ttco tnanrfles have their angles equal, each to each, the triangles

are not necessarily equal in all respects, because the three data are not

independent. Carefully explain this statement.
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(Mtse^lancoua Examples

)

8 (i) The perpendieiitar i» the shortest line that can bt dravm to a
giren straight Imcfrom a given povit

(ii) Obliques tchteh malt equal angles with the perpendicular are

equal

(in) Of two obliques the less is that which males the smaller angle with

the perpendicular

9 If tico triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the

other, each to each, ana hare lilcwtse the angles opposite to one pair ofequal

sides equal, then the angles opposite to the other pair of equal sides are

either equal or supplementary, and in the former case the triangles are

equal in all respects

10 PQ IS a perpendicular (4 cm in length) to a straight lino XY
Dran through P a senes of obliques making n ith PQ the angles 16®,

30°, 4'»°, 60®, 75* Measure the lengths of these obliques, and tabulate

the results

11 PAB 18 a tnnn^e in which AB and AP hn%c constant lengths

4 cm and 3 cm If AB is fixed, and AP rotates aliont A, trace the
changes in PB, as the angle A increases from 0® to 180°

Answer this question br drawing a senes of figures, increasing A by
increments of "0° Measure PB in each case, and tabulate the results

12 From B the foot of a flacstafT AB a honrantnl lino is drawn
passing two points C and D u hich are 27 feet apart The angles BCA
and BOA are C6° and 40° respect i\ eh Represent this on a diagram
(scale 1 cm to 10 ft ), and find by measurement the approximate height
of the flagstafT

13 From P, the top of a lighthouse PQ two boats A and B are
seen at anchor in a line due south of the lighthouse It is knoun that
PQ=126 ft , APAQ^*)?®, Z.PBQ=3T, hence draw a plan in which
1" represents 100 ft , and find bj measurement the distance between A
and B to the nearest foot

14 From a lighthouse L two ships A and B, which are (KK) yards
apart, are obsened in directions S and 15’ East of South respoc
tiich At the same time B is ohscried from A in a S E direction
Draw a plan (scale 1" to 200 j ds ), and find by measurement the distance
of the lighthouse from each ship



PAEALLELOGRAMS

/•
/ DEFINITIONS

1 A g.tiadnlateTal is a plane figure bounded
by four straight hnes

The straight line which joins opposite angular
points in a quadrilateral is called a diagonal

/2 A parallelogram is a quadnlateral

whoso opposite sides are parallel

[It will be proved hereafter that the opposite
Bides of a parallelogram are equal, and that its

opposite angles are equal ]

' 3 A rectangle is a parallelograia which
has one of its angles a nght angle

[It will bo proved hereafter that all the angles of
a rectangle are nght angles See page 69 ]

4 A square is a icctanglo which has two
adiacent sides equal

[It will be prov cd that all the sides of a square are
equal and all its angles nght angles Sec page 69 ]

t 5 A rhombus is a quadnlateral which

has all its sides equal, but its angles are

not nght angles

,
6 A trapezium is a quadnlateral which has

one pair of parallel sides
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rHKOREM 20 [Euclid I 33 ]

The slraight hncs which join the exlremiites of two equal and

parallel straight lines iotcards the same parts arc themselves equal

and parallel

Lot AB and CD be equal and parallel straight lines
,
and let

them bo joined towards the same parts by the straight lines

AC and 6D

It 15 required to prate that AO and BD are equal and parallel

Join BC

Proof Then bocauso AB and CD aic parallel, and BC meets
them,

the z.ABC= the alternate l DCB

Noav in the A* ABC, DCB,

f AB= DC,
because ! BC is common to both

,

I and the L ABC = the l DCB , Proved

the ti langlcs are equal in all respects

,

so that AC => DB, (i)

and the LACB = /L DBC
But these arc alternate angles

,

AC and BD arc parallel (ii)

That IS, AC and BD are both equal and parallel

QED
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' Theorem 21 [Euclid I 31 ]

The opposite fulcs and angles of a parallelogram are eqval to one

another, and each diagonal bisects the parallelogram

A B

A
D C

Lot ABCD be a pirallologram, of %rlnch BD is a dingoiml

It is requited to itrorc that

(l) AB= CD, and AD = CB,

(n) the ,^.BAD«/;«^DCB,
(in) the z.ADC*/Ac4.CBA,
(iv) the A ABD = the A CDB tn area

Proof Because AB and DC are parallel, and BD meets them,
(he AABD = the nltoinate a CDB

Again, because AD and BC arc pamllel, and BD meets tnem,
the A ADB = the alternate aCBD

Hence in the A* ABD, CDB,

[the AABD= the a CDB,
because

•{
the a ADB= the aCBD,
[and BD is common to both

the tnanglcs are equal in all respects

,

so that AB = CD, and AD = CB

,

and the A BAD = the A DCB

,

and the A ABD = the A CDB in area

And because the aADB= the aCBD,
and the ACDB= the A ABD,

. the whole aADC= the n hole A CBA

Ptoicd

Thcor 17

(1)

(«)

O')

PtouH

(ni)

QED
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Corollary l If me angle of a parallelogram ts a nghi
angle, all its angles are right angles

In other words
All the angles of a rectangle are right angles

For the sum of tuo consecutive A»=2 rt. L*
,
{Theor 14 )

if one of these is a rt ancle, the other must be a rt angle
And the opposite angl^ of the par™ are equal

,

all the angles are xt angles

Corollary 2 All the sides of a square are equal
,
and all

its angles are nghi angles

Corollary 3 The diagonals of a parallelogram Insect one'^
another

Let the diagonals AC, BD of the par™
ABCD intersect at O

To prone AO= OC, and 60=0D
In the A* AOB, COO,

ftbe ACAB= the alt LOCO,
because-! the AAOBavert opp ACOD,

( and ABsthe opp side CD

,

OA=OC, and OBsrOD Theor 17

EXERCISES

1 If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are equal, thejinure ts a
paraltdogram

2 If the opposite angles of a quadrilateral are equal, the dqure ji a
paralldogram

^ If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each other, the figure ts a
paralldogram

4 The diagonals ofa rhombus bisect one another at right angles

ngL angles^
diagonals of a parallelogram are equal, all its angles are

6 a parallelogram which is not rectangular the diagonals arc
oiieqiial ^

\ttr
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EXERCISES ON PAKALLELS AND PARALLELOGRAMS

[Symmetry and Stiperpoaition )

1 Show that by folding a rbombiiB about one of its diagonals the

triangles on opposite sides of the crease may bo made to coincide

That is to say, prove that a rhombus is symmetrical about either

diagonal

2 Prove that the diagonals of a square are axes ofsymmetry Name
two other lines about w hioh a square is symmotneal

3 The diagonals of a rectangle di\ ido the figure into tw o congruent
triangles is tlie diagonal, therefore, an axis of symmetry? About
what tivo lines is a rectangle symmetrical

»

4. Is there any axis about which an obhqne parallelogram is sym
metrical 7 Oi\ e reasons for your answ cr

6

In a quadrilateral ABCD, AB=AD and CB=CD , but the sides

are not all equal \Vhich of the diagonals (if cither) is an axis of

symmetry ?

6 Proic by the method of superposition that

(i) ihoo parallelograms are identically equal if tico adjacent sides of
one are equal to two adjacent tides of the other, each to each, and one

angle of one equal to one angle of the other

(ii) Thoo rectangles are equal if two adjacent sides of one are equal to

two adjacent sides of the other, each to each

7 Tivo quadrilaterals ABCD, EFGH ha\ e the sides AB, BC, CD, DA
equal rcspectnely to the sides EF, FG, GH, HE, and haxe also the
angle BAD equal to the angle FEH Shew that the figures may bo
made to coincide with one another

[Miscellaneous Theoretical Examples

)

8

Any straight line drawn through the middle pomt of a diagonal of
a parallelogram and terminated by a pair of opposite sides, is bisected
at that pomt

^9 In o parallelogram the perpendiculars draim from one pair of
opposite angles to the diagonal which joins the other pair are equal

10 If ABCD IS a parallelogram, and X, Y respectively the middle
points of the sides AD, BC, shew that the figure AYCX is a paral
lelogram
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11 ABC and DEF arc two tnanglca such that AB, BC are rcspcc
tiTclr equal to and parallel to DE, EF , shew that AC is equal and
parallel to DF

12 ABCD IS a quadrilateral in which AB is parallel to DC, and AD
equal but not pirallcl to BC , shen that

(i) the ^A + thc A.C=lS0‘'=the A.B + thc AD,
(ii) the diagonal AC= the diagonal BD ,

(ill) the quadnlntcrol is symmdrtcal about the straight line joining
the middle points of AB and DC

13 AP, BQ arc straight rods of equal length, tnrmng at cqnal
rates (both cloekwiso) about tuo fixed pilots A and B respectively If
the rods start parallel but pointing in opposite senses, show that

(i) thej V ill alwtti s bo parallel

,

(u) the lino joining PQ mil always pass through a certain fixed
point

{MttcdlancouB Xumencal and Graphtcal Examples )

14 Calcnlatc the angles of the triangle ABC, haiing giicn

ini'. AA= ^ of ext AA, 3B=4C

15 A j acht sailing due East changes her course successii cly bj C3*,
b\ 7S°, bj 119°, and bj G4°, mth a mow to sailing round nn island
V\liat further change must be made to set her once more on an Easterly
course

’

10 If the sum of the interior angles of a rectilineal figure is equal
to the sum of the oxtenor angles, how man\ sides has it, and whj ’

17 Draw, using jour protractor, any five sided figure ABCDE,
in which

AB= 110°, AC= 115°, AD=93°, AE= 162°

Vcrifj bi a construction w ith ruler and comjxiBscs that AE is parallel
to BC, and account theoroticalU for this fact

IS A and B are two fixed points, and two straight lines AP, BQ,
unlimited towards P and Q, arc puoted at A and B AP, starting from
the direction AB, turns almnt A clockwise at the uniform rate of 7i° a
second and BQ, starting simultaneouslj from the direction BA, turns
aliout B counter dockw iso at the rate of Sj* a second

(i) How manj seconds mil elapse before AP and BQ are parallel ’

(Ji) Find graphically and bj calculation the angle between AP andBQ twelve seconds from the start

(ill) At what rate does this angle decrease ’
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/

-/Theokbm 22
I

If ffiere are three or more parallel straight lines, and the intercepts

made by thorn on any transversal are egtial, then the coi'iespondmg

intercuts on any other transversal are also egtial

Let the parallels AB, CD, EF cut oflF equal intercepts PQ, QR
from the transversal PQR, and let XY, YZ be the corresponding

intercepts cut off from any other transversal XYZ

It IS 1 equtred to prove that XY = YZ

Through X and Y let XM and YN be draim parallel to PR

Proof Since CD and EF are parallel, and XZ meets them,

the z,XYM = the corresponding YZN

And since XM, YN are parallel, each being parallel to PR,

the L MXY = the corresponding l NYZ

Now the figures PM, QN are parallelograms,

, XM = the opp side PQ, and YN = the opp side QR

,

and since by hypothesis PQ= QR,

XM = YN

Then in the A‘ XMY, YNZ,

f the4.XYM'=rthe/.YZN,
because < the L MXY= the i- NYZ,

[ andXM = YN,

. the triangles are identically equal
,

Theor 17

XY=YZ.
QE.D
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Corollary In a inangle ABC, a sei of lines Pp, Qj, Rr,
,

diaicn parallel to the base, divide one side AB info equal pai is, ihet/

also divide (he other side AC into equal parts.

The IcDrths of the panllcls Pp, Qg, Rr, , may time bo expressed
m terms of tlic bxsc BC
Through q, and r let pi, g2, bo drawn par' to AB
Then by Theorem 22, these par'* dn idc BC into/oui equal parts, oi

which Ppcndcntlj contains one, Qglteo, and Rr/hiec

In other words,

Pp=5 BO, 05=1 BC Rr=| BC

Siniil irlj if the gi\cn par** divide AB into n equal part*;

Pa=~ BC, Q7=- BC, R> =- BC and so on
” u 71

Prohlm 7, p 78, should note be icorlcd

DETINITION

If from tbe extreniitios of a straight lino AB perjiendiculars
AX, BY arc drawn to a straight line PQ of indefinite length,
then XY IS said to be the orthogonal projection of AB on PQ.

Y Q P QP X
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EXERCISES ON PARALLELS AND PARALLELOGRAMS

s/ 1 Tht stratglu line drawn ihrovgh the middle point of a side of a
inangle, parallel to the base, bisects the remaining side.

[Tins IS an important particular case of

Theorem 22

In the A ABC, if Z is the middle point of

AB, and ZY is drawn par* to BC, wo haae to

prove that AY=YC
Draw YX par* to AB.iand then prove tho

A' ZAY, XYC congruent ]

^ 2 The straight line which joins the

middle pomis of two sides of a triangle is

parallel to the third side

[In tho A ABC, if Z, Y are the middle
points of AB, AC, we have to prove ZY
par* to BC

Produce ZY to V, making YV equal to
ZY, and jom CV I Provo tho A' AYZ,
CYV congruent , tho rest follows at once ]

3 The straight line which joins the middle pomts of two sides of a
tnaiigle is equal to half the third aide

4 Sheto that the three straight lines which pom the middle points

of the sides of a tnangle, divide it into four ti tangles which^ are idcnti

colly equal

5 Any straight line drawn from the vertex of a tnangle to the base

IS bisected by the straight line which joins the middle points of the other

sides qfthe triangle.

' 6 ABCD IS a parallelogram, and X, Y are the middle points of

the opposite sides AD, BC show that BX and DY trisect the diagonal
AC

'' 1 If the middle points of adjacent sides of any quadnlaleral are
toined, thefigure thusformed is a parallelogram

8 Shew that the straight lines which join tho middle
opposite sides of a quadrilateral, bisect one another ™
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9 From two points A ftnd B and from O ilic mid point between
tlifm perpendiculars AP, BCi, OX arc drawn to a straight line CD
If AP BS measure respccli\tlv 4 2 cm and 5 8 cm , drdufc the length

of OX, and venfv joiir rc«iilt by measnrement

Shew that OX=:^(APtBQ) or *(AP-BQ), according ns A and B
a*o on the ram' side or on op}>o.'iU sides of CD

^

10 'VVlirn three iwnllels cut off ctjual intercept** from two trails

rrrsals shew tint of the throe parallel lengths between the two
trans\ crssl-s the middle one is the Aiitbmetic Ucan of the other two

11 Thcp^ralU ud'* of a (raj^zium are a avd b cmfi
r'ffjret tn t'TtfjlIu Proit that die line joining Ih. vuddle points of the

of hot e sKfrs «< •oo.raVd to ih* jyiraW std’-Sj and that Us length i*

. eaiiinir/rc*

12. OX and OY ire two straight lines, and along OX fi\c points

1, 2 3, 4, ii are mark'd at equal disfain.C'* Through these {mints

panliols are drawn in anv direction to me t OY Measure the lengths

of thc*c parallels take their aaerage, and coiepirc it with the length

of tl e fS rtf parvlkl Prove o£om‘’’nralh/ that the parallel is the

mean of all fiic

State the corre<{tonding theorem for anj odd immlicr (2«-l) of

paralhls so tlrawn

H 1 rom the anjul-r points o* a parallelogram perpendiculars

a-c drawn to an\ straight lino which is ontsidi. the parallelogram
shew tliat the sum of 'the pcrpcndictiLirs drawn from one pair of
op{if>>:itc snples i« eqii il to the sum oi tlio-'* drawn from the other pair

[Drav" tlic diagonals and from the r point of iiitcrfcction siipjwse
a {v.rpcndicular drawn to tnc gi\en straiphi 1 nc,]

14 The snm ot the {W-rpendiculors drawn from anv point m the
ba<*to‘'aii i50«c>les tr ••ack to the cqiiil fuki i*> equal to the perpen
dicnl ir drawm from < ithtr c\l'a''mta of the bi'c to the opposite side

{K foUbw' that *he s'trn o' the dwt-tnecs oi om, jmint in the ba^c
01 an ISO coles trnngk from the equal rules is constant, that i®, the
same whatcaer po nt in the h3<*c i« taken )

How sTOild this property Ik. moiiifietl if the giicn point wire taken
tn tl c Iw/e jtrodui '•//'*

I » The sum of the jKr{>endif iilnrs drawn from aiij point anthiri
an equilateral tnonck to the three sides is equal to the jierjiendiculnr
drawn from anj one of the anpilar points to the opposite side, and is

therefore t'onstant

1C Eomd and parallel lines hate equal projections on any other
straicht line

n fl o E
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DIAGONAL SCALES

Diagonal scales form an important application of Theorem 22

We shall illustrate their construction and use by describing a

Deamal Diagonal Scale to shew Inches, Tenths, and Hundredths
•t

A straight line AB is divided (from A) mto mches, and the

points of division marked 0, 1, 2 The primary dinsion

OA IS subdivided mto tenths, these secondary divisions being

numbered (from 0) i, 2 , 3, 9 We may now read on AB
inches and tenths of an inch

In order to lead hundiedths, ten Imes aie taken at any equal

intervals parallel to AB ,
and perpendiculars are drawn through

0
,
1 ,

2
,

The piimary (or mch) division corresponding to OA on the

tenth parallel is now subdivided mto ten equal parts, and
diagonal Imes are drawn, as m the diagram,

jommg 0 to the fiist point of subdivision on the lO*"* parallel

,,
1 to the second „ ,, ,, ,, ,

,,
2 to the third ,, ,, „ ,, ,

and so on

The scale is now complete, and its use is shewn m the

following example

Example To talefrom the scale a length of 9, 47 mches

(i) Place one point of the dividers at 2 in AB, and extend them till

the other point reaches 4 in the subdivided inch OA We have now
2 4 inches in the dividers

(ii) To got the remaming 7 hundredths, mo\e the right-hand point

up the perpendicular through 2 till it reaches the 7*** parallel Then

e^nd the dividers till the left point reaches the diagonal 4 also on the

7“> parallel We have now 2 47 inches in the dividers.
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RrVSON FOR THE ABOVE PROCFSS

The first stop needs no explanation The
second IS found in the Corollary of Tlicoiein22

tToining the |K)iiit 4 to the corresponding point

on the tenth parallel, w c luii e a tmngle 4,4,
6

,

of which one side 4,4 is dmded into ten equal

parts by a set of lines parallel to the base 4,6

Tlicreforo the lengths of the parallels botn ecu

4,4, and the diagonal 4,6 arc of the

lia'c, which IS 1 inch

Hence theco lengths arc icspectiioly

01, 02, 03, of 1 inch

reason of the

54

Similarly, In means of this scale, the Ifiigth of a gnen
straight line nnj be measured to the nearest hundiedth of an
inch

Again, if one inch-dmsion on the stale is taken to represent

10 feet, then 2 17 inches on the se.ilc mil itjiicsent 24 7 feet

And if one luch-diMsion on the scale represents 100 links, then

2 47 inches mil represent 247 links Tims a diagonal acalc is

of seriaco in prepaiing plans of enclosures, buildings, or field

works, where it is ncccssar\ that caciT dimension of the actual

object must be represented bj a line of proportional length on
the plan

^OTE.

Tlie subdivision of a diagonal scale need not Ixs dtnniai
For instance vie might construct a diagonal scalt to rend centimetres,

millimetres, and tjvarlrr/i of a millimetre , m vi hicli case wo should take
four parallels to the line AB

[1 or KxtrciBca on Linear Meoaurements ste the follow mg page ]
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EXERCISES ON LINEAR MEASUBEJIENTS

1 Draw straight lines whose lengths are 1 25 inches, 2*72 inches,

8 08 inches

2 Draw a line 2 88 inches long, and measure its length in centi

metres and the nearest millimetre

8

Draw a line 5 7 cm in length, and measure it in inches (to the
nearest hundredth) Check your result by calculation, given that

1 cm =0 3937 moh

4 Find by measurement the equivalent of 3 15 inches in centi-

metres and millimetres Hence calculate (correct to two decimal
places) the value of 1 cm in mches

5 Draw lines 2*9 cm and 6*2 cm m length, and measure them m
inches Use each equivalent to find the value of 1 inch in centimetres
and millimetres, and take the average of your results

6 A distance of 100 miles is represented on a map by 1 inch
Draw Imes to represent distances of 316 miles and 408 miles

7 If 1 mch on a map represents I kilometre, draw Imes to represent
850 metres, 2980 metres, and 1010 metres

8 A plan is drawn to the scale of 1 mch to 100 links Measure in

centimetres and millimetres a line representing 417 links

9 Find to the nearest hundredth of an mch the length of a Ime
which will represent 42 500 kilometres in a map drawn to the scale of

1 centimetre to 5 kilometres

10 The distance from London to Oxford (m a direct line) is

55 miles. If this distance is represented on a map by 2 75 mches, to

what scale is the map drawn ^ That is, how many nulcs will be
represented by 1 inch’ How many kilometres by 1 centimetre?

[1 cm =0 3937 mch , 1 kin. mile, nearly ]

11 On a map of France drawn to the scale 1 mch to 35 miles, the

distance from Pans to Calais is represented by 4 2 mches Find the

distance accurately in miles, and approximately in kilometres, and

express the scale m metne measure [1 km =1 mile, nearly ]

12 The distance from Exeter to Pl^outh is 37^ miles, and
appears on a certam map to be 2^" , and the distance from Lincoln to

York 18 88 km ,
and appears on another map to be 7 cm Compare the

scales of these maps in miles to the mch

13 Draw a diagonal scale, 2 centimetres to represent 1 yard,

shewmg yaids, feet, and inches.
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PKACTIOAL GEOlklETRY

PROBLEMS

The following problems are to bo solved with luler and
compasses only No step requues the actual measurement
of any line or angle

,
that is to say, the constructions are to be

made without using either a graduated scale of length, oi a

protractor

The problems are not merely to be studied as propositions

,

but the construction in every case is to be actually performed

b}' the learner, gieat care being given to accuiacy of drawing

Each problem is followed by a iheoiettcal proof, but the

lesulis of the woik should always be venfied by measurement,
as a test of correct drawing Accurate measurement is also

required in applications of the problems

In the diagrams of the problems hnes winch are inseited

only for purposes of proof are dotted, to distinguish them
from hues necessary to the construction

For practical apphcations of the problems the student
should be provided inth the folloiving instruments

1 A flat ruler, one edge bemg graduated in centimetres

and millimetres, and the other in inches and tenths

2 Two set squares
,
one with angles of 46°, and the other

with angles of G0° and 30°

5 A pair of pened compasses

4 A pair of dividers, preferably with screw adjustment.

6 A semi circular protractor
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Pboblbm 1

To bisect a given angle

Let BAG ba the given angle to be bisected

Construction With centre A, and any radius, draw an
arc of a oircle cutting AB, AC at P and Q.

With centres P and Q, and radius PQ, draiv tivo arcs cutting

at O Join AO
Then the l BAG is bisected by AO

Proof Join PO, QO

In the A* APO, AQO,

f

AP= AQ, being radii of a oircle,

PO == QO, „ „ equal circles,

and AO is common

,

the tnangles are equal in all respects
,

Theor 7

so that the l PAO= the l QAO ,

that is,*the l BAG is bisected by AO

Note PQ Ims been taken as the rndins of the arcs dr&wn from the

centres P and Q, and the intersection of these arcs determines the
pomt O Any radius, however, may bo used mstead of PQ, provided

that it IS great enough to secure the mterseotion of the arcs
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Problem 2

To Used a given straight line

Let AB be the bne to be bisected

ConstruotioiL "With centre A, and radms AB, draw two
arcs, one on each side of AB
With centre B, and radius BA, draw tn o arcs, one on each

side of AB, cutting the first aics at P and Q.

Join PQ, cutting AB at 0
Then AB is bisected at 0

Proot Join AP, AQ, BP, BQ

In the A‘ APQ, BPQ,

(

AP= BP, being radii of equal circles,

AQ= BQ, for the same reason,

and PQ is common

,

the ^APQ= the l BPQ. Theor 7 '

Again in the A* APO, BPO,

[
, AP= BP,

because
-{

- PO is common,

( and th(^ l APO= the l BPO

,

AO= OB, Theoi 4
that IS, AB is bisected at O

Notes (i) AB -was taken as the radius of the arcs drawn from the
centres A and B, hut any radius may he used provided that it is great
enough to secure the intersection of the arcs which determine the points
P and Q.

(ii) From the congruence of the A* APO, BPO it follows that the
AAOP=the A BOP As these are adjacent angles, it follows that PQ
bwrit AB at rxghi angles
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I

3

To (Innc a ftrntohtlii>‘‘ jrcfp^itd'cuhr to n tri n ‘tnufthl lift'' <t!

a cm point tji tt

A P X Q B

JjCt AB Ix’ thf i'tnu/'ht Jine, nml X tlio jXi.M in it ftt ivhirh

a pcrpi inhail ir i'< to W <linv n

Con'?tnjction ''ith ruiirc X cut nff inmi AB nit\ tvo
C'ju tl }nrl yp, XQ,

With c< litre -I P nixi Q, n’xJ raiJiu' PO 'Jrn two 'in'! ttiitiu^

at O
.loin XO

Tin n XO If. IK’IJ to AB

Proof Tom OP, OQ
111 tin . ‘ OXP, OXQ

f yp~-.yQ, h\ ioti‘irxif(Hiu,

her iu«c
I

OX H lotnn nn,
I and PO - QO, )»eiiif' ruin oi ccpnl circle?

the iOXP- the _OXQ T/i' r 7

Anti thC'<‘ beini: atljn* rr otn'les, t u h i** a ruht ariph ,

lint XO 1= {n -ji lo AB

Oh' If tlip point X nnr one end of AB on. or other of

tin aUcrnntno romtmctimis on the next thmtld be ti~cd
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PnoBLEM 3 Second Mftiiod

Oonstraction. Take nnv point C
outside AB
With centre C, and radius CX, dra’r

a circle cutting AB at D
Join DC, and produce it to meet

the circumference of the circle at O
Join XO

Then XO is perp to AB

Proof, Join CX
Because CO = CX , the L CXO = the l COX

,

and hccausc CD = CX ,
the L CXD = the l CDX

*. the u hole l DXO= the l XOD + the u XDO
==iof ISO*

= 0O*

XO IS perp to AB

Proulfm 3 Tnmn Mmion

Construction With centre X
and any radius, draw the an, CDE,
cutting AB at C

With centre C, and with the

same radius, drau an arc, cutting

the Jirst arc at D

With centre D, and with (he

same radius, drau an arc cut-

ting the first arc at E

Bisect the L DXE b\ XO Vroh 1

Then XO is perp to AB

Proof Each of the l'CXD, DXE may he proicd to be 60*

and the L DXO is half of t^ie _ DXE

,

the LCXO is 00*

That IS, XO is perp to AB
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rriomxM 1

Ho draw a draxqhl hnr p^rpetuhadnr to a (mm dratqht Unt

fiom a ffth n rjrfernal jxnnt

Lot X l>o tlio gi\cn I'Monnl point from «lufh a pcqirn
ilionlni IK to lie droun to AB

Construction F iko nnj jiouit C on tlio "uio ol AB umott
trom X

^^^th contio X, uul ndniH XC, iJrsH an a**! to cut AB nt P
nml Q

With ci'iitiiK P nml Q nml rnliu- PX <im\» ns (uttui^ nt

V, on tlie ‘•idc of AB opposite to X
.loin XY rnttinir AB it O
'Flu II XO i** pfi p to AB

Proof .loin PX QX PY, QY,

In the PXY. QXY,

I
PX »- QX, hein#' radii of a ( irrlc,

hccstisc 'PY'- QY, for the Pnnie n ison,

[and XY is common

tho ^ PXY - the _QXY 7/n'>r 7

Again, in the * PXO, QXO,

f
PX-QX,

bccauso
I

XO IS common,
land the c PXO- tho iQXO

the £. XOP rn the ^ XOQ H/tfor 4

And these hemg adjacent angles, emh is n nght angle,

that IS,
““
XO ib perp to AB
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Oh When the point X is nearly opposite one end of AB,

one or other of the alternative constructions given below
should be used

Problem 4 Second Method

Construction Take any point D in

AB Join DX, and bisect it at C
With centre C, and radius CX, draw

a circle cutting AB at D and O
Join XO

Then XO is perp to AB
For, as in Pioblem 3, Second Method, the aXOD is a right

angle

Probleji 4 Third Method

Construction Take any two points

D and E iii AB
With centre D, and radius DX, draw

an arc of a circle, on the side of AB
opposite to X
With centre E, and radius EX, draw

another arc cutting the former at Y
Join XY, cutting AB at O
Then XO is perp to AB

(i) Prove the a* XDE, YDE equal

in all respects by Theorem 7,

so that the A XDE = the A YDE

(ii) Hence prove the A‘ XDO, YDO equal in all respects

by Theorem 4, so that the adjacent a* DOX, DOY are equal

That IS, XO IS perp to AB
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Pkobleh 5

At a given point in a given straight line to make an angle equal

to a given angle

a

D B F O Q Q

Let BAG be the given angle, and FG the ^ven straight hne

,

and let O be the point at whieh an angle is to be made equal
to the L BAG

Construction With centre A, and inth any radius, draw
an are cutting AB and AG at G and E
With centre O, and inth the same radius, draw an arc

cutting FG at Q.

With centre Q, and ivith radius DE, draw an arc cutting the
former arc at P

Join OP
Then POQ is the required angle.

Proof Jom ED, PQ.

In the A* POQ, EAD,

c OP= AE, being radii of equal circles,

because
-{
OQ = AD, for the same reason,

I PQ= ED, by construction,

the triangles are equal in all lespects

,

so that the L POQ= the L EAD Theor 7
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Problem 6

Through a gtien point to draw a straight line paidllel to a given

straight line.

Let XY be the gi-v en straight line, and O the gn en point,

through which a straight line is to be drawn par* to XY

Construction. In XY take any point A, and join OA
Using the construction of Problem 5, at the point O in

the line AO make the lAOP equal to the Z.OAY and alternate

to It

Then OP is parallel to XY

Proof Because AO, meeting the straight lines OP, XY,

makes the alteniate L‘ POA, OAY equal

,

OP IS par* to XY

The ronstructions of Problem 3, 4, and 6 are not usually

followed tn prarfiral applications Parallels and perpendiculars

may be more gutdlij drawn by the aid of set squares (See Lesson s

IN Expeediental Geomexey, pp 36, 42

)
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Problem 7

To dvmde a given straight line into any nvmber of equal parts

Let AB be the given straight line, and suppose it is required

to divide it into five equal parte

Construction. From A draw AC, a straight hne of unlimited

length, making any angle mth AB
From AC mark off five equal parte of any length, AP, PQ,

QR, RS, ST
Join TB

,
and through P, Q, R, 8 draw par" to TB, meetmg

AB in p, q, r, s

Then smce the pai* Pp, Qiq, Rr, 8s, TB cut off five equal parte

from AT, they also out off five equal parte from AB
(Theorem 22)

SECOND METHOD

From A draw AC at any angle mth
AB, and on it mark off fom equal parts

AP, PQ, QR, RS, of any length

From B draw BD par* to AC, and on
It mark off BS', S'R', R'Q', Q'P', each
equal to the parte marked on AC

Join PP, QQ', RR', 88' meeting AB
in p, q, r, s Then AB is divided into

five equal parte at these points

[Prove by Theorems 20 and 22 ]
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EXERCISI-^ ON LINES AND ANGLES

{Graphical Exercises )

1 Construct (wth ruler and compasses onlj) an angle ot 60'"

By repeated lusctlion di\ndc this angle into four equal parts

2 Bt means of Evercisc 1, trisect a right angle

,

that is, divide it

into three equal parte

Bisect each part, and hence shoiv hoiv to trisect an angle of 45“

[No construction is knorni for L\actly tnscoting any angle ]

S Draiv a lino 6 7 cm long, and di\ ide it into fire equal parts

Measure one of the parts in inches (to the nearest himdrcdth), and lenfy
journork h> cnlculation [1 cm =039^7 inch ]

4 From a straight bno 3 72“ long, out off one seventh Measure
the jwrt in ccntimctrLS and the nearest millimetre, and lorify jour
work bj calculation

5 At a point X in a straicht lino AB draw XP pcrpondioular to AB,
making XP V 8" in length Broin P draw an obnqne PQ, long,

(o meet AB in Q Measure XQ.

{Problems Stale your construction, and give a thcorelical proof)

G In a straight lino XY find a point which is equidistant from two
given points A and B
When 18 this impoasiblo?

7 In a straight line XY find a point which is equidistant from two
mtorsecting hncs AB, AC
When is this impossible?

8 From a gii on point P draw a straight lino P(5, making with a
giicn slmight lino AB an angle of given magnitude

9 From two gi\ on points P and Q on the same side of a 8traight\^
lino AB, draw two lines whioti meet in AB and make equal angles'^
w itli it.

[Construction From P draw PH perp to AB, and produce PH to P

,

making HP' equal to PH Join P'Q cutting AB at K Join PK
Provo that PK, QK are the required lines ]

10 Tlirough a given point P draw a straight line such that the

porpcndioulars drawn to it from two points A and B may bo equal

Is this always possible ?
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The Construction of Triangles

Problem 8

To diaw a triangle having gnen the lengths of the three sides

Let a, b, e be the lengths to which the sides of the required

triangle are to bo equal

Construction Draw any straight line BX, and cut off from
It a part BC equal to a

With centre B, and radius c, draw an arc of a circle

With centre C, and radius b, draw a second arc cutting the

first at A
Join AB, AC

Then ABC is the required tnangle, for by construction the

sides BC, CA, AB are equal to a, b, c respectively

Obs The three data, a, 5, c may be understood m two
ways either as three actual lines to which the sides of the

triangle are to be equal, or as three mmbas expressing the

lengths of those lines in terms of mches, centmietres, or some
other Imear umt

Notes (i) In order that the construction may be possible it is

necessary that any two of the gl^ en sides shonld be together greater
than the third side (Theorem 11) , for otherwise the arcs draivn from
the centres B and C would not cut

(u) The arcs which cnt at A would, if continued, cut agam on the
other side of BC Thus the constraotion gives two triangles on op|>osite

Bides of a common base



ON THI? CONSTllUCTIOX OF TRIANGLES

It has heen seen (Page 50) that to pio\c ti jangles

iclenticalh equal, thee parts of one must be gijcn equal to

the poiipspondnig paits of the other (though (t/u/ tlnce paits

do not necessaidy sei\c the puiposc) This amounts to saving

that to determine the shape and size of a tnanale we must Inoio

three of its parts or, m other irords,

To coiislruct a triangle three independent data aie lequired

For e\amplo, m e may construct a triangle

(i) When two sides (b, c) and the included angle (A) are gii en^

The method of construction in this case is ob\ ions.

(ii) ^Vhen two angles (A, B) and one side («) are gii en

Here, since A and B are given, we at once know C

,

for A4-B + C=180’‘

Hence we have only to draw the base equal
to a, and at its ends make angles equal to
B and C, for we know that the remaining
angle must necessarily bo equal to A a

(ui) If the three angle’! A, B, C are given (and no side), the
problem is mdetenmnate, that is, the number of solutions

IS unhmited

For if at the ends of any base we make angles equal to
B and C, the third angle is equal to A

This constiuction is indeterminate, because the three data
are not independent, the third following necessarily from the-

other two

H s o F
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PROBLEar 9

To construct a triangle having given two sides and an anqle

opposite to one of them

Let h, c be the gi\ en sides and B the given angle

Construction Take anj' straight line BX, and at B make
the L XBY equal to the given l B
From BY cut off BA equal to c

With centre A, and radius h, draii an arc of a circle

If this arc outs BX in tiro points Cj and C,, both on the

same side of B, both the a'ABCj, ABC, satisfy the given con
ditions

This double solution is known as the Ambiguous Case, and
will occur when h is less than c but greater than the peip
from A on BX

EXERCISE.

Drav figures to illustrate the nature and number of solutions in the
following cases

1
'

(i) When b is greatei than c

(n) Wlien 6 is equal to c

(lu) When b is equal to the perpendicular from A on BX
(i\ ) When b is less than this perpendicular
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t

PROBinr 10

To conslntd a nqhtava^ed trmnqh hannq ancn the hypotenuse

and one

Lot AB be the hypotenuse nml P the eii side

ConstnictiODu I)i«cet AB at O, and vith centre O, and
radius OA. draw a seinicirclo

With centre A, and ndius P, dri%\ an arc to cut the semi-

cjr< Ic at C
Tom AC BC

inen ABC is the required Inangle

Proof Join OC

Becau'jc OA= OC,
iho LOCA= the i.OAC

And because OB = OC

,

the i. OCB= the i OBC

. the ivliolc ACB = the i. 0/<C + the i. OBC
of ISO* 27uf)j 16
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'^ON THE COKSTRUCTION OF TKLVNGLES

(Graphxcal Extrcises

)

1 Draw a triangle whose sides are 7 5 cm ,
6*2 cm , and 5 3 cm

Draw and measure the perpendiculars dropped on these sides from
the opposite ^ertlce8

[N B The perpendiculars, if correctly drawn, will meet at a point,

as will be seen later See page 207 ]
J

2 Draw a triangle ABC, having giien a=3 OO’, b=2 oO", c=2 75’

Bisect the angle A by a line which meets the base at X Measure
BX and XC (to the nearest hundredth of an mch) , and hence calculate

BX
the value of to two places of decimals Compare your result with

cx
the value of
r b

^3 Two sides of a triangular field are 315 yards and 260 yards, and
the included angle is known to be 39° Draw a plan (1 inch to

100 yards) and find by measurement the length of the remaining side of
the field

4 ABC IS a triangular plot of ground,' of which the base BC is

75 metres, and the angles at B and C are 47° and 68° respectn ely Draw
a plan (scale 1 cm. to 10 metres) Write down without measurement
the size of the angle A , and by measuniig the plan, obtain the approzi
mate lengths of the other sides of the field , also the perpcndicnlar
drawn from A to BC
?

5 A yacht on leaving harbour steers N E sailmg 9 knots an hour
After 20 minutes she goes about, steering N W for 35 mmutes and
makmg the same average speed as before Bow far, is she now from
the harbour, and what course (approximately) must she set for the
run home’ Obtam your results from n chart of the whole course,
scale 2 om to 1 knot

6 Draw a ngh't-angled tnangle, given that the hypotenuse
c=10 6 cm and one side a—

5

8 iw Measure the third side b, and
&d the value of — Compare the two results

7 Construct a triangle, having given the following parts B=34°,
6=5 5 cm , c=8 5 cm Shew that there are two solutions Measure
the two values of a, and also of C, and shew that the latter are
supplementary

8

In a tnangle ABC, the angle A=60°, and 6=6 5 cm. Dlnstiate
fay figures the cases which anse in constnictmg the tnangle, when
-<i) 0=7 cm (u) 0=6 cm (lu) o=5 cm. (iv) o=4 cm.
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(/
9

Two straight roads, which cross at right angles at A, are carried

over a straight canal by bridges at B and C The distance betn een the

bridges is 4bl yards, and the distance from the crossing A to tlio bridge

B IS 261 yards Draw a plan, and by measurement of it ascertam th&
distance from A to C

^(ProWem? Stait your consintetton, and give a theoreticalproof

)

10 Draw an isosceles triangle on a base of 4 cm , and having an
altitude of 6 2 cm. Prove the two sides equal, and measure them to

the neare.<it millimetre

11 Draw an isosceles triangle ha\ing its vertical angle equal to a
given angle, and the perpendicular from the vertex on the base equal to

a gitcn straight Imo

Hence draw an equilateral triangle in which the perjiendioular from
one vertex on the opposite side is 6 cm Measure the length of a side

to the nearest millimetre

12 Construct a triangle ABC in which the perpendicular from A on
BC IS 5 0 cm

,
and the sides AB, AC arc 5 8 cm and 0*0 cm re8peoti\ ely

Measure BC

13 Construct a triangle ABC banng the angles at B and C equal
to two given angles L and M, and the perpendicular from A on BC
equal to a given une P

14 Construct a triangle ABC (without protractor) hav ing gn en two
angles B and C and the side b

13 On a given base construct an isosceles triangle having its

vertical angle equal to a given angle L.

7
16 Construct a nght angled tnangle, having given the length of the

hypotenuse c, and the sum of the remaining sides a and b

If c=o 3 cm , and tr-f6= 7 3 cm , find a and b graphicallj , and

calculate the value of
,

^17 Construct a triangle having given the perimeter and the angles
at the base Fo** ovamplo, a+6+c=12 cm

, B= 70°, C=80'’

/ 18 Construct a tnangle ABC from the follovnng data

a=0 5 cm , &+c=10 cm , and B=60'’

Measure the lengths of b and c.

19 Construct a tnangle ABC from the following data

a=7 cm , c-6=l cm , and B=65*
Measure the lengths of b and e
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF QUADRILATERALS

It has been shewn that the shape and size of a tnangle are

completely determined when the lengths of its throe sides are

given A quadrilateral, however, is not completely determined
by the lengths of its four sides From what follows it will

appear that five mdependent data are required to construct a

quadnlatoral

I

Problem 11

To construct a quadrilateral, given the lengths of the four sides

and one angle

Let a, h, c, d be the given lengths of the sides, and A the

angle between the sides equal to a and d

Construction. Take any stiaight line AX, and cut oil from
It AB equal to a

Make the A BAY equal to the A A. „

From AY cut off AD equal to d
With centre D, and radius c, draw an arc of a ciicle

With centre B and radius ft, draw another arc to cut the

former at C
Jom DC, BC

Then ABCD is the required quadrilateral
,
for by construction

the sides are equal to a, ft, c, d, and the L DAB is equal to the

given angle
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J.Problem 12

To construct a parallelogram hating giien two adjacent sides and

the included angle

Let P and d bo the tv, o gn en sides, and A the gn en angle

Construction 1 (IFith ruler and compasses) Take a line

mB equal to P, and at A make the l BAD equal to the lA, and
make AD equal to Q.

"With centre D, and radius P, dra'vr an arc of a circle

With centre B, and radius Q, dran another arc to cut the

former at C
Then ABCD is the requiied par®

Proo£ Join DB.

In the A* DCB, BAD,

{ DC= BA,

because 4 CB=AD,
[ and DB IS common

,

the ACDB= tho^ABD, 27ieo>- 7
and these are alternate angles,

DC IS par* to AB
' AlsoDC= AB,

*, DA and BC aie also equal and parallel Theor 20
ABCD IS a par™

Construction 2 {TFxth set squares

)

Draw AB and AD as

before
, then with set squares through D draw DC par* to AB,

and through B draw BC par’ to AD
By construction, ABCD is a par™ ha-vung the required parts
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Problem 13

To cffnstruct a square on a given side

Let AB be the given side

Oonstraction 1 (TFith ruler and compasses ) At A draw AX
perp to AB, and out off from it AD equal to AB
With B and D as centres, and nith radius AB, draw two arcs

cutting at C
Jom BC, DC

Then ABOD is the required square

Proof. As in Problem 12, ABCD may be shewn to be a pai”

And since the Z.BAD is a nght angle, the figure is a rectangle

Also, by construction all its sides are equal

ABCD IB a square

Oonstmction 2 {JFith set squares ) At A diaw AX perp to

AB, and cut off from it AD equal to AB
Through D draw DC par* to AB, and through B draw BC

par* to AD meeting DC m C
Then, by construction, ABCD is a rectangle [Def 3, page 66 ]

Also it has the two adjacent sides AB, AD equal
It is a square.
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EXERCISES

Ov THE C0^STRUCTI0^ OP QtTADKILATERALS

1 Dro.H’ a rhombus each of ^hosc sides is equal to a given straight
line PQ, 'n-hich is also to bo ono diagonal of the hgurc

Ascertain (nnthont measurement) the number of degrees m each
angle, ginng a reason for your answer

2 Draw a square on a side of 2 5 inches Pro\ e theoretically that
its diagonals are equal , and by measuring the diagonals to the nearest
nundredth of an mch test the correctness of j our drawing

3 Construct a square on a diagonal of 3‘0', and measure the lengths
of each side Obtain tlie average of your results

4 Drvw a parallelogram ABCD, having given that one side

AB=5 5cm , and the diagonals AC, BD arc 8 cm ,aud6cm respectively
Alcasure AD

5 The diagonals of a certain quadrilateral are equal, (each G 0 cm. ),

and they bisect one anothci at an angle of C0° Snew that jixt inde
pendent data arc here given

Construct the quadrilateral Name its species , and give a formal
proof of your ansn er Measure the perimeter If the angle between
the diagonals -were increased to 90% by how much per cent would the
perimeter be increased ?

6 In a quadrilateral ABCD,
AB^G'G cm., BC=2 5 cm ,

CDsA’O cm , and DA=3 3 cm
Shew that the shape of the quadrilateral is not settled bv these data

Draw the quadrilateral when (i) A=30° (ii) A=60’ Why does the

construction fail nben A=100”’

Determine graphically the least value of A for which the con-

struction fails

7 Shew how to construct a quadrilateral, hav ing given the lengths

of the four sides and of ono diagonal What conditions must hold
among the data in order that the problem may be possible ’

niustrate your method by constructing a quadrilateral ABCD, when

(i) AB=3 0", BC=1 7% CD =2 5% DA=2 8", and the diagonal
BD=2'6” Measure AC

(ii) AB=3 0 cm , BC=7 7 cm , CD=6 8 cm , DA=5 1 cm , and the
diagonal AC=8 5 cm Measure the angles at B and D
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LOCI

Definition Tho lociis of a point is the patJi tmced out

by it w lion it moves in accordance inth some given Ian

Example 1 Suppose tho point P to nio\c so
thnt Its distance from a fixed point O is constant
(say 1 oontimotrc)

Then tho locus of P is oiidcntly the circum
fcrcncc, of n circle ulioso centre is O and radius
1 cm

Example 2 Suppose tho pou»t P
mo\ cs at a constant (tislanco (say 1 cm )

from a fixed straight lino AB
Then tho locus of P is one or other of

two straight lines parallel to AB, on
citlior side, and at a distance of 1 cm
from it

P

-r
B

-i.

P

Thus the locus of a point, moving imder some gix cn con-

dition, consists of tho line oi lines to xihich the point is

thereby rostnetod
,
provided that tho condition is satisfied by

e\ery point on such lino or linos, and by no other

A^Tion we find a senes of points xihich satisfy the given

law, and through which therefore tho moving point must pass,

wo are said to plot the locus of the point
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Proplfm U
To find ih> lo^u<t of n point P irJnch moroi so that its

from tu">fixed poinfs A and B are ahravs equal to one another

Here tlie point P mot cs through all po<^irions m m Inch PA = PB

,

one pO'Uion of the motnng point is at O the middle point

of AB
Sopj^'C P to he (inv other po«ition of the monng point,

that 13, ki PA = PE
Join OP

llieri in the POA, POa
r PO IS common,

hecaucc OA= OB,
land PA = PB, In h\ itothcci"

tlic ^POA = the i.POB T/i^vir 7

Ilcnce FO is jicrpenditnlai to AB

'ffaal 1= fr/r^ point P iflndi ts iqnidi<tnnf from A and B hr'i rm

thr <trivi7h> line h^rtimn AB at n/fht anqU^

Likcivi=e It may he protul that eicr}” point on the perpen
djcular through O* i® equidistant from A and B

This line is therefore the rcqmred locus
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Problem 16

To find the locus of a potrU P wlitch moves so that its perpcn

dtculai distances from two given straight lines AB, CD are equal to

one anothe)

Let P be any point such that the perp PM = the perp PN

Join P to O, the intersection of AB, CD

Then in the A* PMO, PNC,

because -{

the L‘ PMO, PNO are right angles,

the hypotenuse OP is common,
and one side PM = one side PN ,

the triangles are equal in all respects

,

so that the l POM = the l PON
Thecfr 18

Hence, li P hes withm the l BOD, it must bo on the bisector

of that angle

,

and, if P 18 -mthin the lAOD, it must be on the bisector of

that angle

It follows that the requiied locus *s the pair of lines which bisect

the angles between AB and CD
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INTJaiSECTIOX OF LOCI

The method of Loci maj' be used to find the position of a

point ’ll Inch is subject to tivo conditions For corresponding

to each condition there will be a locus on u Inch tlie required

point must lie Ilencc all points uhich are common to these

two loci, th it IS, all the points of intersection of the loci, will

satisfr lo^h the gi\en conditions

Ex\Mri.r 1 To find a point equidistant from three given points

A, B, C, irhirh ail no' in Va same Ktraiqht lin*>

(i) T«e locus of points cqnidistnnt from
A and B is tlic straiglit line PQ, which
hisvcis AB it nylit an^jlcs

(ii) Siimhrh, the loi.ni, of points tqtii

disUnt from B mid C is the straignt line

RS 11 'ill h bisects BC at right ancles
H» nee the point common to Pft and RS

must Kifisfv both conditions that is to
sx\, X the point of intersection of PQ nud
RS mil bo wjiudistant from A, B, and C

LxAMrxi 2 To eoiftmcl a tnnnqh, haunn nmn the base, the

altili th and the lennth of the median trhieh bisects the ha\>

I/it AB Iks the pnen bsac, snd P and
Q the knptlis of the altitude sud median
rcspeotii eh

x^icn the tnaiiglc is known if its vertex

IS known

(j) J>nw a straight lino CD pimlltl to

AB, and a* n di«t incc from it eijiml to P
ihm the r< q itrrd I ertex h' on CD

(ii) \gim, from 0 the middle point of

AB ns centre, with ndins equal to Q,
de enbe a circle

then the required vertex must he on this circle.

Hence any points which arc common to CD and the circle, satisfj

both the gu<‘n condit ons that is tosnj, if CD intersect the circle in

E, F, each of the points of intersection might he the tcrtc'c of the

required triangle TTiis snpposes the lengtli of the median G to be
greater than the altitude

It may happen tint the data of the prohlein are so related to one
anoMier that the resulting loci do not intersect In this case the
problem IS itnpocsiblc

C E. '"XF D

A O B
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Obs La examples on the Intersection of Loci the student

should make a point of investi^ting the relations irhieh must
exist among the data, in ordoi that the prohlem may be
possible

, and he must observe that if under certain relations

two solutions are possible, and under other relations no solu

tion exists, there anil always be some wiermcdiatc relation

under which the two solutions combine in a singic solution

EXAMPLES ON LOOI

1 Fmd the locus of a point which moves so that its distance
(measured radially) from the circumference of a gii cn circle is constant

2 A point P moles along a straight hue RQ , find the position in
which it IS equidistant from two given points A and B

3 A and B are two fixed points vv ithin a circle find points on the
circumference equidistant from A and B How many such points are
there

’

4

A point P moves along a straight line RQ, find the position in
which It IS cquidistont from two given straight hues AB ond CD

6

A and B are two fixed points 6 cm apart Find bj the method
of loci tvv o points vv hicli aro 4 cm distant from A, and 6 cm from B

6 AB and CD aro two given straiglit lines Find points 3 cm.
distant from AB, and 4 cm from CD How many solutions aro there ’

7 A straight rod of given length slides between two straight
rulers placed at right angles to ono another

Plot the locus of Its iniddlo point, and show that this locus is tho
fourth part of the circumference of a circle [See Problem 10 ]

8 On a given base as hypotenuse right-angled triangles are described
Find the locus of thoir vertices

9

A is a fixed point, and the point X
lino BC

moves on a fixed straight

Plot the locus of P, tho middle point of AX , and provs the locus to
be a straight line parallel to BC

10

A 18 a fixed pomt, and the point X moves on the circnmference
of a given circle

Plot the locus of P, the middle pomt of AX , and prove that this
locus is a circle [See Ex. 3, p 64,]
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U AB A guen stnight line, and AX is the ^rpcndicular drawn
from A to anj straight line pissing through B If BX reiohc alxiut B,

find the locus of the middle point of AX

12 Two straight lines OX, OY cut at right angles, and from P, a

paint within the angle XOY, perpendiculars PM, PN arc drawn to

OX, OY rcspetiistU Plot the locus of P when

(i) PM - PN IS constant (= (> cm , sav)

(ii) PM - PN i« const int ( — S cm , ‘-iv)

And in tnh ptc a thcoret4cal proof o^ the result jou armc at

cipennieiitallj

13 Two stnieht lints OX, OY intersect at right angles at O , md
from a n otahlc point P perptnduulars PM PN arc drawn to OX, OY

Plot (without proof) the locus of P, when
(t) PM=ePN,
(it) PM=3PN

14 Find a jnint which is it i giifti distance from agiien point,

and IS equidistant fuin twogitui {larallel straight lines

^^hen do<s this nrohletn admit of ti o soliitiooB, when of one onlv,

and when is i, uuitos'-iJdf
•*

I'f S i*' a (ixtd jxunt 2 inches distant from a gnen atniglit
line MX Fil’d Is o jwiius which art 23 inchcr distant from S, and
a'so 2| inclips distant jront MX

IG 1 iiid a PI ncs of point , equidistant from a giscn point S and a
giicj straijjht lino MX Driw a tune fretlmml passing through all

,he points so hiund

17 On a gi cn Ins-c confitrutt a triangle of gn<n altitude, hating
its ericx on a gn cn straight line

15 rind a pouit equidistant from the three sidr s of n triangle

10 Two straight lines OX, OY cut at right angles , and Q and R
are paints m OX and OY rcspectnelj Plot the lotii” of the middle
paint of QR, wilt n

(i) OQ-»-OR= constant

(ii) OQ.-OR=tonstanl

2fJ Sand S' arc tvo fijcetl points Find a lencs of noints P such
that

*

(1) SP-i S P=rconstant («ij 3 3 inclius)

(ii) SP-S P= constant (nay 1 3 inch)

In tach case draw a curve frcihand pascing through all the points
to found.
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ON THE CONCURRENOB OF STRAIGHT LINES IN A TRIANGLE.

L The perpendtculan dravm to the aides of a tiianqle fiom then
middle points are eoneurrent

Let ABC bo a A, and X, Y, Z the middle
]io{nts ofits Bides

From Z and Y draw porps to AB, AC,
iiicctiDg at O Join OX

It IS required to prove that OX ts perp
to BC

Jom OA, OB, OC

Proof Bccanse YO bisects AC at right angles,
it is the locus of points equidistant &om A and C

,

OA=OC
Again, because ZO bisects AB at right angles,

it IS the locus of points equidistant from A and B

,

OA=OB
Hence OB=00

0 18 on the locus of points equidistant from B and C
tliat 18

, OX is perp to BC
Hence the perpendiculars from the mid points of the sides meet at 0

Q£l>

n The hiseclora of the angles ofa tnanqle are concurrent

Let ABC be a A Bisect the 4.' ABC,
BCA by straight lines which meet at O

Join AO
It ts required to prove that AO bisects the

Z.BAC
From O draw OP, OO, OR perp to the

sides of the A
Proof Because BO bisects the L ABC,

it IS the locus of points equidistant from BA and BC

,

OP=OR
Similarly CO is the locus of points equidistant from BC and CA

,

op=oa
Hence- OR=OQ.

O IB on the locus of pomts equidistant from AB and AC

,

that is, OA IS the bisector of the L BAC

Hence the bisectors of the angles meet at O 0 £ n
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HL Tht medians of a inantilt are concurrent

Let ABC be n A
Let BY and CZ be of its medians, and let

them intersect at O
<7oin AO,

and produce it to meet BC in X
It IS required to shew that AX <s the remaintnq
median of the A

Through C draw CK parallel to BY

,

pr^uce AX to meet CK at K
Join BK

A

Proof In the A AKC,
because Y is the middle pomt of AC, and YO is parallel to CK,

O 18 the middle point of AK Theor 22.

Again in the A ABK,
smeo Z and O are the middle points of AB, AK,

ZO 18 parallel to BK,
that IS, OC IS parallel to BK

the figure BKCO is a par™

But the du^onals of a par™ bisect one another ,

A IS the middle point of BC
That IS, AX IS a median of the A

!
Hence the three medians meet at the point O q E D

/'

DEtiNiTiov Tlie point of intersection of the medians is called th«

cei^old of the triangle

Corollary The three medians of a triangle cut one another at c

point of triseciion, the greater oegmerit in each bang towards the angulai
voint

For in the above figure it has been droved that

AO=OK,
also that OX is half of OK

,

' OX 18 half of OA
that IS, OX IS one third of AX
Similarly OY is one third of BY,
and OZ is one third of CZ Q E.S

By means ofthis Corollary it may be shewn that m any triangle
the shorter median bisects the greater side

Note. It will ho proved hereafter that the perpendiculars draum
from the vertices ofa triangle to the opposite sides are concurrent

n s G O
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MISOELLANEOUS PROBLEMS

(A theoretical proof ts to be given tn each caee )

1 A IS a given point, and BC a gi\ en straight line From A draw
a straight line to miike with BC an angle equal to a gi\ en angle X
How many such hues can be drawn ’

2 Draw the bisector of an angle AOB, without usmg the verte'v 0
m your construction.

3 P is a gi^ en point within the angle AOB Draw through P a

straight Ime terminated by OA and OB, and bisected at P

4 OA, OB, OC are three straight Imes meeting at O Draw a

transi ersal terminated by OA and OC, and bisected bj OB

5 Through a gi\ en pomt A draw a straight Ime so that the part
mtercepted between tu o given parallels may be of given length

W'lien does this problem admit of two solutions? When of only one?
And when is it impossible ’

6 In a triangle ABC inscribe a rhombus haiing one of its angles
coinciding with the angle A.

7 Use the properties of an equilateral triangle to trisect a given
straight hue

(Construction of Triangles

)

8

Construct a tnaugle, having gi\en

(i) The middle pomts of the three sides

(ii) The lengths of two sides and of the median which bisects the
third side

(lu) The lengths of one side and the medians which bisect the other
tivo sides '

(i\ ) Tlie lengths of the three medians
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ON AREAS

Definitions

1 The altitude (or height) of a parallelogram with refer-

ence to a given side as base, is the perpendicular distance

between the base and the opposite side

2 The altitude (or height) of a tnangle with reference to

a given side as base, is the pei'pendicular distance of the

opposite vortex from the base

Nora. It 18 clear that parallfloqrama or tnanglea which ate between
the same jmraJlcls hat e the same alMude

For let AP and DQ be the alu
tades of the A* ABC, DEF, 'vshich

are between the same parallels BF,
GH

Then the fig APQD is evidently
a rectangle

,

AP=DQ

3 The area of a figure is the amount of surface contained

within its bounding lines

4

A square inch is the area of a
square drawn on a side one inch m
length

Square

indi

5

Similarly a square centimetre is the area of

a square drawn on a side one centimetre in length

The terms square yard, squarefoot, square metre arc to be understood
m the same sense

6

Thus the unit of area is the area of a square on a side

of unit length

Sq
cm
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Theorem 23

Area of a rectangle If the number of units tn the length of a

rectangle m multiplied by the number of units tn its breadth^ the

frodud gives the number of square units tn the aiea

D C
I—I—:—:—'—

I

1—I—I—:—L_^
A B

Let ABCD represent a rectangle whoso length AB is 5 feet,

and whose breadth AD is 4 feet

Divide AB into 5 equal parte, and BC into 4 equal parte, and
through the points of division of each line drau parallels to

the omer

The rectangle ABCD is now dinded into compartments,

each of which represents one square foot

Now there are 4 rou s, each containing 6 squares,

the rectangle contains 6x4 square feet

Similarly, if the length= a hnear units, and the brea'dth^i

hnear units

the redangle contains ah units of area.

And if each side of a square= a linear umts,

the square contains a® units of area

These statements may be thus abndged-

the area of a i edangle= length x breadth (j),

the area of a square^(side)^ (ii)

QED

COROLLABIES (i) Rectangles vshieh have equal lengths and
equal breadths have equal areas

(u) Redangles which have equal areas and equal lengths have

also equal breadths
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NOTATION

Tlie rectangle ABCD is smd to bo contained b}' AB, AD
,
for

tbc5C adjacent sides Iiv its sire and shape

A rectangle whose adjacent sides arc AB, AD is denoted by
mi AB, AD, or simply AB x AD

A square draim on the “idc AB is denoted bj sq on AB, or AB-

KXERaSES

{(hi TaVt^ of Lini/th ami Area )

I Draw a figure to slicw I'-Ay

(0 1 jnnl= ‘J’6fi feet

(u) I fcq foot = 12- sq mches

(ni) 1 sq cm =:10"sq inin

2. Draw a figure to show that the squaro on a straight lino is four

tinu s the square on half the line

t Use squnrwl piper to shew that the square on 1"* 10* tunes the
square on 0 I”

* 4 If I" represents 5 mile-*, what docs an area of 0 square inchca
represent’

EXTENSION OF TIICORFJI 23

Tlie proof of Theorem 23 here giien surno'cs that the length and
breadth of the gi\en rtttauglc arc cxpro'ita b\ ichotr numbrr^

,

but the
formula holds good when the length mid breadth arc fractional

nus niaj be illustrated thus

Suppose the Imgth and bruvdth are 3'2 cm mid 2 4 cm , we shall
shew that the artn is {3*2 x 2 t) sq cm

her lcngth=s3‘2cm =32 mm
breadth =2 4 cm =21 iniii

qo y 24
arca={32>'2}) sq nun sq cm

=(3'2>'2 4)sq cm
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EXERCISES

{On the Area of a Rectangle.)

Dratr on squared paper the rectangles of which the length (a) and
breadth (6) are gi\en below Calculate the areas, and verify by the
actual counting of squares

1 0=2^, 6=3"

3 a=0*8", 6=3 6*

6 a=2-2", 6=16"

2 tt=l 5", 6=4*

4 0=2 5*, 6=14"

6 0=16", 6=2 1
"

Calculate the areas of the rectangles in which

7 0=18 metres, 6=11 metres. 8 a=7 ft 6=72 in.

9 0=2 5 km , 6=4 metres. 10 a =i mile, 6=1 inch

11 The area of a rectangle is 30 sq cm ,
and its length is 6 cm

Find the breadth Draw the rectangle on squared paper
,
and verify

your work by counting the squares

12 Fmd the length of a rectangle whose area is 3 9 sq in , and
breadth 1 S’ Draw the rectangle on squared paper , and i erify your
n ork by counting the squares

13 (i) When you treble the length of a rectangle without altenng
Its breadth, how many times do you multiply the area ’

(ii) When } ou treble both length and breadth, how many times do
you multiply the area ’

Draw a figure to illustrate your answers , and state a general rule

14 In a plan of a rectanralar garden the lengtii and breadth
are 3 6" and 2 6', one inch standing for 10 yards Find the area of the
garden

If the area is mcreased by 300 sq yds , the breadth remainmg the
same, v hat will the new length be ’ And how many mehes mil repre
sent It on your plan

15 Find the area of a rectangular enclosure of which a plan
(scale 1 cm to 20 metres) measures 6 5 cm by 4 5 cm

16 The area ot a rectangle is 1440 sq yds If m a plan the sides
of the rectangle are 3 2 cm and 4 5 cm , on what scale is the plan
drawn’

17 The area of a rectangular field is 62000 sq ft On a plan of

this, drawn to the scale of 1* to 100 ft , the length is 3 •25" Wliat is

the breadth?
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Cali.nhtc the areas of the enclosures of v hich plans arc gi\ cn bclou

All the angles ore right angles, ami the dimensions arc marked in feet

30— - 43 --.,^

CslenKtL the iiross represented hj the shaded parts of the following

plan* The diinensions are marked in feet

WlJth ol *t.sdr I iK/Kicr

uiilfonn 2} ft.

U liltti of slisilcrt bonier
iiDlform 4 ft.
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Theorem 24 [Euclid I 35 ]

Parallelograms on live same base and between the same parallels

are equal tn area

B C

Let the par”* ABCD, EBCF be on the same base BC, and

between the same par'* BC, AF

It IS required to prove that

thepar^ ABCD = tftejpa?‘" EBCF in area

Proof In the A* FDC, EAB,

(

DC = theopp sideAB, Theor 21

the ext ^FDC= themt opp ii.EAB, Theor 14
the mt. ^DF^C = theext Z.AEB,

the A FDC= the A EAB Theor 17

Now, if from the whole fig ABCF the A FDC is taken, the

remainder is the par” ABCD

And if from the whole fig ABCF the A EAB is taken, the
remainder is the par” EBCF

those remainders are equal,

that IS, the par” ABCD = the par” EBCF Q E D

EXERCISE

In the above diagram the sides AD, EF overlap Draw diagrams in
winch (i) these sides do not overlap , (ii) the ends E and D coincide

Co through the proof with these diagrams, and ascertain if it applies
to them without change.
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The Area of a Parallelogram.

Let ABCD bo a paTallelogram,

and ABEF the rectangle on the

same base AB and of the same

altitude BE Then by Theorem 24,

area of pai^ ABCD = area of rect ABEF
=ABxBE
= base X altitude

Corollary Since the area of a parallelogram depends

only on its base and altitude, it follows that

Parallclogiams on equal hoses and of equal altitudes are equal

tn area

EXEROXSES

{Numtneal and Graphical )

1 Find tho area of parallolt^imma in winch

(i) the hnso=5 5 cm , and the height=4: cm

(u) the base=2 4", and the height=1 6"

2 Draw a parallelogram ABCD having gi\cn ABs=2J", AD= 1^,
and the Z.A=65* Draw and measure tho p^endioular from D on AB,
and hence calculate tho approximate area Why approximate ’

Agam calculate tho area from tho length of AD and the perpendicular

on it from B Obtain the ai erage of the two results

3 Two adjacent sides of a parallelogram are 30 metres and 26 metres,

and the included angle is 60* Draw a plan, 1 cm represenfang

5 metres
, and by measuring each altitude, make two independent

calculations of tho area Gii e the erage insult

4. Tho area of a parallelogram ABCD is 4 2 sq in , and the base

AB IB 2 8" Find the height. If AD =2*, draw the parallelogram

5 Each Bide of a rhombus is 2*, and its area is 3 86 sq in Calculate

an altitude Hence draw the rhombus, and measure one of its acute
angles
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’ iHEORPM 26

The Area of a Tnangle The area of a inanqlc ts half the area

of the rectangle on the same hose and haring the same altitude

D A E

zs
B F C

Fig 1

Lot ABC he a tnangle, and BDEC a rectangle on the same
base BC and with the same altitude AF

It ts teguired to prote that the A ABC ts half the rectangle BDEC

Proof Since AF is perp to BC, each of the figures DF, EF
IS a leotanglo

Because the diagonal AB bisects the rectangle DF,

the A ABF IS half the rectangle DF

Similaily, the a AFC is half the icctangle FE

adding these results in Fig 1, and tahing the dificrcnce in

Fig
the A ABC IS half the rccLingle BDEC

QED

Fig 2

^^UOROLLARY A triangle ts half any parallclogiam on the same
lase and between the same pat allrls

For t 0 A ABC is half the rcct BCED ^ HD
And the rect BCED =nny pnr“ 8CHG

in the same base and betneen the same
nar'*

the A ABC is half the pur® BCHQ
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THE AREA OF A TRIANGLE

If BC and AF respectncly contnni a units and p units of
length, the rectangle BDEC contains ap units of aiea

the area of the ^ABC = units of area

This result may bo stated thus

Area of a Triangle= ^ fwte x altitude

EXERCISES ON THE AREA OF A TRIANGLE.

lylimeneat and Graphical )

1 Calculate the areas of the tnmglcs jn u Inch

(i) the lvisc=2-} ft
,

the height = 15 ft

(n) the hT.<'c=4 S", the height = I T
(ui) the baac* 1(50 uictrLS, the heights 125 metres

2. Dmu tnmgles from till following (lata In each case draw and
nic.isarc the altitude w ilh reference to a giicn side ns bT!c hence cal
culatc the appro^imnlc area

(i) n=8 4cin, if»=G‘>cin, r=:4-0cm

(ii) h=ri 0 em , c=0 8 cm , A=CT
(ill) n=0 5 cm , B=G2’, C= 7G

/"i ABC IB n triangle riijhf ati'fled (itC sliew that its area=-jBC CA
Hncn fl=0 cm h*=l cm , caluilato the area

Drill the Inangle and nicaoiire the Inimteiiuxc c

,

draw and measure
he pcrpcndicuhr from C on the hjpotciiu'>u hence calculate the
pprotiinato area

Note the error in vour approaimatc result, and express it ns a per
entage of the true laluc

4 Repent the whole process of the last oucstion for a nght-nngled
rnnglc ABC, in which «=2S''and 5=4 5", C being the nght angle
s before

5 In a triangle, giien

(i) ArcasSOsq in, basc=l ft 8 in , calciilalc the altitude

(ii) Area= 10 4 mj cm, nltitudp=l C cm , calculate the base

6 CJonstiaict a triangle ABC, fiaiing giicn a=8 0", 5=2 S*, c=2 6*

Irav and measure the ticrptndicular from A on EC , hence calculate
he approximate area
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Theorem 26 [Euclid I 37 ]

Triangles on the same base and between the same parallels

(hence, of the same altitude) are equal in

area

Let the a* ABC, GBC be on the

same base BC and betireen the same
paiJ* BC, AG

It V, required to pioie that

the A ABC = the A GBC in area

Proof If BCED is the lectan^le on the base BC, and
between the same paiallels as the given triangles,

the A ABC IS half the rect BCED , Theor 25
also the A GBC is half the rect BCED

,

the A ABC = the a GBC Q E D

Similarly, triangles on equal bases and of equal altitudes are

equal in area

B C

THEOREai 27 [Euclid I 39 ]

If tm triangles are equal m area, and stand on the same base

and on the same side of it, they are between the same parallels

Let the a’ ABC, GBC, standing on
the same base BC, be equal m area,

and let AF and GH bo their altitudes

It IS required to proie that AG and
BC are pad

Proof The a ABC is half the rectangle contained by BC
and AF,
and the a GBC is half the rectangle contained by BC

and GH

,

the rect BC, AF=the rect BC, GH
,

AF=GH Theor 23, Cor 2
Also AF and GH are par’

,

hence AG and FH, that is BC, are par* Q E.D

F C H
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EXERaSES OX THE AREA OF A TRIAXGLE

j

[^Thearelvri )

1 ABC IS a tnangle and XY is drawn parallel to the base BC,
catting the other sides at X and Y Join BY and CX , and shea that

(0 the A XBC=the A YBC
, /

(ii) the A BXY=thc A CXY ,
'/

(ui) the AABY=thc AACX
If by and CX cat at K, shew that

(IV) the ABKX=the ACKY
'>/2. Shew that a median of a triangle dmdes it into two parts of

eqnal area.

How wonld yon divide a triangle into thrtt. equal parts by straight
lines drawn from its vertex ’

3 Prove that a parallelogram is divided by its diagonals into ''our

ftipangles of eqnal area

4 ABC IS a tnangle whooe base BC is bisected at X If Y is an\

I

point m the median shew that

the A ABYsathe A ACY in area

5

ABCO IS a parallelogram, and BP, DQ are the perpendiculars
from B and 0 on the diagonal AC

Shew that BP=DQ
Hence if X is any point in AC, or AC produced,

/ . prove (i) the AADX=:the AABX,
(u) the ACDX= the A CBX

^ '6 Prove by means of Theorems 20 and 27 that Oit ttrmght line

(nanffle t* parallel to the tlm d

middle points oi the oblique

the parallel sides

8 ABCD IS a mrallclogram and X, Y are the middle points of the
sides AD, BC , if Z is anj point in XY, or XY produced, shen that the
tnangle AZB is one quarter of the parallelogram ABCD

9 If ABCD IS a parallelogram, and X, Y any pomts in DC and AD
respectitely shew that the triangles AXB, BYC are equal in area

10 ABCD IS a parallelogram, and P is any point withm it , shew
that the sum of the triangles PAB, PCD is equal to half the parallelo
gram

jotmng the middle points of tico sides of a

^
The straight line which joins the

sides of a trapezium is parallel to each of
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EXERCISES ON THE AREA OF A TRIANGLE

{NwrMTxcal and Graphical

)

1 The sides of a tnaogular field are 370 yds , 200 yds
, and 190

yds Draw a plan (scale 1" to 100 yards) Draw ana measure an
altitude, hence calculate the approximate area of the field lu square
yards

2 Tu'o sides of a triangular enolosuro arc 124 metros and 144

metres respectii cly, and the inoludcd angle is ol)sor\ed to be 45”

Draw a plan (scale 1 cm to 20 metres) Make any necessary measure
mcnt, and calculate the approximate area

3 In a triangle ABC, given that the area=6 0 sq cm , and the base
BC=5 5 cm, find the altitude Hence determine the locus of the

vertex A.

If in addition to the above data, BA=2 6 cm ,
construct the tri

angle , and measure CA

4 In a triangle ABC, given arca=3 OG sq in , and a=3 0* Find
the altitude, and the locus of A Given C=68°, construct the triangle

,

aud measure h

5 ABC 18 a triangle in which BC, BA have constant lengths G cm
and 5 cm If BC is fixed, and BA revolves about B, trace the changes
in the area of the triangle as the angle B increases from 0° to 180°

Answer this question W drawing a senes of triangles, increasing

B by increments of 30° Find the area in each case and tabulate the
results

{Thecrelical

)

^ 6 If two tnangles have two sides of one respectiv ely equal to two
sides of the other, and the angles contained by those sides •nipple

meiitary, shew that the triangles are equal tn area Con such triangles

ev or bo tdenUcally equal ’

7 Shew how to draw on the base of a given triangle on isosceles

triangle of equal area.

8 If the middle pomts of the sides of a quadrilateral are joined in

order, prove that the parallelogram so formed [seo Ex 7, p 64], is half
the quadnlateral

9 ABC IS a tnangle, and R, Q the middle pomts of the sides

AB, AC, show that if BQ and CR mterseot m X, the tnangle BXC
IS equal to the quadrilateral AQXR

N 10 Two tnangles of etmal area stand on the same base but on
\opposito sides of it shew ^at the straight line joming their vertices
le bisected by the base, or by the base produced
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[The method given below inaj be omitted from a first course lu

nn) case it must be postjioncd till Ihcorcm 29 lias bccu rcid ]

^Tho Area of a Tnangle Gncn the tlnee sidei of a tnangle,

'^to cahutaie the area

CxAMtiH. ftnd the area of a ttiauijlc trhosc sides tneawre 21 m
17 in , and 10 m

Let ABC represent the gi\en

Inangle.

Drvir AD perp to BC, and
denote AD bj p
We slnll fir«t find the length

of BD
Let BD^a" metres then DC

=21-* metres o ,

From the right angled A ADB, “ “
we have bj Theorem 29

AD*=AB5-BD =lfF-a-2

And from the ngbt nnglod -ii ADC,
AD’=AC -DC»=ir— (21-*r,

10 -*-= 172 -(21 -*)"

or in0-*s=:289 - 441+42*-a:2,

whonec ^ *=G

Again, AD2=AB-BD',
or ;>== 10 -62=04,

J3= S

Now Area, of 'naiiofe=A ha^c x altitude

={Ax21 S)sq m =S4 sq m

C

1 \FRCISL‘!

Find b\ the nliovc method the irea of the triangles, nhosc sides
are as follows

^'l 20ft,nft,llft 2 I)jds, 14>ds, 13jds

3 21 m , 20 m , n m 4 30 cm., 25 cm , 11 cm

5 37 ft , 30 ft , 1 1 ft 6 51 m , 37 m , 20 m
7 If the given side- are a, b and e nnita in length, prove

(!) *= a'^+<?~h'
, , , , fo"-f-c2-6!\2
(1.) .

(ill) A= iN/(o+6+c)( -a-i-b+e)[a-b+ c){a+b-e)
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rmi' AREA OP QUADRILATEiRAr^S

Theorem 28

lopnd the area of (i) a trapezmn

(u) any gmdnlaieral

(i) Let ABGD be a trapezium, having

the sides AB, CD paraUeL Join BD,

and from C and D draw perpendiculars

OF, DE to AB

Let the parallel sides AB, CD measure
a and h units of length, and let the a
height CF contain h units

Then the area of ABCD=»aABD+aDBO

-jAB DE+|dC CF

-|<ai+|8J-|(a+4)

That IS,

the area of a trapezium= |
Tmghi x {fhe sum of the parallel sides)

(u) Let ABCD be any quadrilateral

Draw a diagonal AC, and from B
and D draw perpendiculars BX, DY to

AC These perpendiculars are called

o&ets

If AC contains d units of length, and
BX, DY p and g' units respectively,

the area of the quad* ABCD=aABC+ aADC

That is to say,

= gAC BX +JaC DY

^\dp + \dq^\d{p + q)

the area of a guadnlodeTal=^ diagonal x {sum of offsets).
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EXERCISES

{Numct teal and Oraplncal

)

1 rmtl the area of the tmpenmn in 11111011 tho two parallel sides-

arc 4 7* and 3 V, and tho height 1 5"

2 In a qiindrilatcral ABCD, the dineonal AC =17 feet, and tho

offsets from it to B and D arc 1 1 feet and 0 feet Find tho area

3 In a plan ABCD of a qnndrilatcnl enclosure, the diagonal AC
mcisurcs S^iJ cm ,

and the oflsets from it to B and D are 3 1 cm and
2'(i cm rcspcctiich If 1 cm in the phn represents *) metres, find

the area of tho enclosure

4 Draw a quadrilateral ABCD from the ad
joining rough plan, tho dimensions hting gi\cn in

inches

Draw and measure tho offsets to A and C from
the diagonal BD and lienee calculate the area of

the quadrilateral

a Draw a quadrilateral ABCD from the
ditails gnen in the adjoiiiing plan Tho
dimensions arc to bo in centimetres

Make am ncccsaan incnsurcmcnts of jour
figure, and calciil ito its area

C Draw a traptnum ABCD from the follmi mg data AB and CD
are the paralltl sides AB=1", AD=BC= 2', the AA=tho AB=60°

ilako anj neecssarv measurements, and calculate the area

7 Draw a traporium ABCD in iihieh AB and CD arc the parallel

^sidcs, and AB=9 cm , CD= 1 cm , and AD = BC=,’i cm

^
Make am netes-an intasurement, and calculate the area

^ 8 From the formula area of quad'=^_i dtaq v {finn of offseis) shew
that, if tho diagonals are at rxqht anqfcn,

orfrt=-J (product of dtagoiiah)

9 Gnen the lengths of the diagonals of a quadrilateral, and the
angle between them, pro\o that tho area is tho same wherever they
intersect.

II t
ir
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THE AREA OF ANY RECTILINEAL FIGURE

1 Method A rectilineal figure

maybe divided into tnangles whose
areas can be separately calculated

from smtable measurements The
sum of these areas will be the area

of the given figure

Example, llie measurements re

uuired to find the area of the ficure

ABODE are AC, AD, and the ofisots BX,
DY, EZ.

2“^ Method The area of a rectilineal figure is also found
by taking a base-line (AD in the diagram below) and ofisets

from it These divide the figure into right-angled tnangles

and nght-cmgled trapeziums, whose areas may be found after

measurmg the ofisets and the vanous sections of the base-line

Example. Fmd the area of the enclosure ABCDEF from the plan
and measurements tabulated below

Tabds q
AD =56

VC=12 AV=oO
AZ=40 ZE= 18

YB=20 AY=18
AX= 10 XF=15

The measurements are made from
A along the base line to the points
from which the ofisets spring

A
Sq Tda Sq vds

Here AAXF=i AXxXF =ix 10x15= 75

AAYB=i AYxYB =ixl8x20= 180

ADZE=J DZxZE =|x 16x18= 144

ADVC=* DVxVC =ix 6x12= S6

trap»XFEZ=i XZx{XF+ZE)=4xS0 x 33= 495

trap»YBCV=i YVx(YB-{-VC)=ix 32 x 32= 512

, by addition, the fig ABODEF= 1442 sq yds
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EXERCISES ON QUADRILATERALS

(Theoretical )

1 ABCD IS a rectangle, and PQRS the figure formed by joining in

order the midiUe points of the sides

Prove (i) that PQRS is a rhombus

,

(ii) that the area of PQRS is half that of ABCD
Hence shew that the area of a rhombus is half the product of its

diagonals

Is this true of any quadnlatoral whose diagonals cut at right angles’

Illustrate your answer by a diagram

2. Prove that a parallelogram is bisected by any straight line which
passes throngh the middle point of one of its diagonals

Hence shew how a parallelogram ABCD may be bisected by a

straight line drawn

(i) through a given point P

,

(ii) perpendicular to the side AB

,

(ill) parallel to a given line QR

o In the trapezium ABCD, AB is parallel to DC , and X is the
middle point of BC Through X draw PQ parallel to AD to meet AB
and DC produced at P and Q. Then prove

(i) trapezium ABCD=par™ APQD
(ii) trapezium ABCD= twice the AAXD

(Graphical

)

4 The diagonals of a quadnlatcral ABCD cut at nght angles, and
measure 3 0* and 2 2’ respectivelj Find the area

Shew by a figure that the area is the same wherever the diagonals
cut, so long os they arc at nght angles.

In the parallelogram ABCD, AB=8 0 cm , AD=3’2 cm , and the
perpendicular distance between AB and DC=3'0 cm Draw the jiar

allelogram Calculate the distance between AD and BC
, and cheek

^yonr result by measurement

'' 6 One side of a parallelogram js 2 5", and its diagonals are 3 i’’

and 2 4" Construct the parallelogram , and, after making any neces
sary measurement, calculate the area

7 ABCD IB a parallelogram on a fixed base AB and of constant
area Fmd the locus of the mtenection of its ^agonals
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EXERCISES LEADING TO THEOREJI 29

In the adjoining diagram, ABC is a triangle

ntjht anqled at C , and squares are drawn on the
three sides. Let us compare the area of the square
on the hypotenuse AB with the sum of the squares
on the sides AC, CB which contain the right angle

1 Draw the above diagram, mahing AC=3 cm , and 80=4 cm ;

Then the area of the square on AC =3®, or 9 sq cin.\
and the square on BC=4®, or 16 sq cm /

the sum of the squares on AC, BC= 25 sq cm

Now measure AB , hence calculate the area of the square oo AB, and
compare the result ivith the mm already obtained

2. Bcpcat the process of the last exercise, making AC=1 O’, and
80=2 4'

3 If a=15, 5=8, c=17, shew arithmetically that c®=0'+5-

Now draw on squared paper a triangle ABC, whose sides a, b, and c

arc 15, 8, and 17 nnits of length , and measure the angle ACB

4 Take any tnangle ABC, nght-
anded at C , and drau squares on AC,
CB, and on the hypotenuse AB

Through the nud-poiut of the square
on CB (i e the mtersectiou of the dia-

gonals) draw lines parallel and perpen-
dicular to the hypotenuse, thus mviaing
the square into four congruent quadri-
laterals. These together with the square
on AC, will be found exactly to fit into
the square on AB, m the way indicated
bj corresponding numbers

These expenments point to the conclusion that

In any nqlit-angled tnanqle the square on the hypotenuse ts equal

to (he sum of the squares on the other two sides

A formal proof of this theorem is given on the next page
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Theorem 29 [Euclid I 47

1

In a ngJii-angled triangle the sguaie described on the hypotenuse

ts eqml to the sum of the squares described on the othei two sides

Let ABC be a ngbt-angled A, having the angle ACB art, l

It IS required to prove that the square on the hypotenuse PiB={he

sum of the squat es on AC, CB

On AB descnbe the sfj ADEB , and on AC, CB describe the

sqq ACGF, CBKH
Through C draw CL par* to AD or BE

Join CD, FB

Proof Because each of the l‘ ACB, ACQ is a rt L,

BC and CG are in the same st hue

Now the rt. l BAD= the rt l FAC ,

add to each the l CAB
then the whole l CAD = the whole l FAB

Then in the a’ CAD, FAB,

r CA = FA,

because
j

AD = AB,

land the included L CAD = the mcluded L FAB

,

the A CAD = the A FAB Theor 4
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Now the rcct AL is doublo of the ACAD, being on the

same base AD, and between the same par'* AD, CL
And the sq GA is double of the a FAB, being on the same

base FA, and betn een the same par^ FA, GB
the rcct AL=thcsq QA

Similarly by ]Oimng CE, AK, it can be shemi that

the rect BL^thesq HB

the whole sq AE = the sum of the sqq GA, HB

that IS, the square on the hypotenuse AB = tho sum of the
squares on the tu o sides AC, CB

QEB

Obs This IS knoMTi as the Tlieoiem of Pythagoras Tho
result established ma}*^ bo stated as follou s

AB- = BC2 + CA-

That IS, if a and b denote tho lengths of the sides containing
tho right angle

, ind if c denotes tlie hypotenuse,

Henco and lP’=c--a-

Note 1 The following important results should bo noticed
If CL and AB intersect in O, it Ins been shewn in the course of the

proof that

tho sq GAs= the rcct AL,
that IS, AC-s3tho root contained by AB AO (i)

Also the sq HBsthcrcct BL,
that IS, BC"=tho rect contained bj BA, BO (iji

Note 2 It can be proved by superposition that squares standing on
tqual sides a> c equal in area

Hence we conclndo, con\or5cl^,

Jj (ICO squares are equal in aiea they stand on equal sides
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EXPERIMENTAL PROOFS OF PYTHAGORAS'S TIIEORFM.

I Hero ABC is the raven
rt angled A , and ABED Is

the square on the hypotcnnsc
AB

By drawing bncs par> to the
sides BC, CA, it is easily seen
that the sq BD is divided
into 4 rt angled A', each
identically equal to ABC, to

gothor n ith a central square

Hence

aq on hypotenuse cr=4rt /.‘‘A*

+ the central square

=4 + («-&)*

=2oi + a® - 2ah + 6®

II Here ABC is the given
rt angled A, and the
CF, HK are the sqq on CB,
CA placed side by side

FE IS made cqnal to DH
or CA , and the two sqq
CF, HK are cut along the
lines BE, ED

Then it will bo found that
the A DHE may be placed
so 08 to fill up the space ACB ,

and the A BFE may be made
to fill the space AKD

Hence the two sqq CF,
HK may bo fitted together
so as to form the single fig

ABED, which will be found
to be a perfect square, namely
the square on the hypotenuse
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FXERCISES

[Xumcrtcal and CriapTircal)

1, Driw a tnanglc ABC, nght angled at C, liav ing given

(i) n=:3 cm , l»=4 cm ,

(ii) 0=2 5 cm , i»=C 0 cm ,

(111) 0= 1
*2?, h="^b”

In each case calculate the length of the hypotenuse c, and verify

yonr result by mcasurcincnt

2. Draw a triangle ABC, right angled at C Imi ing gi\ en

(i) t!=3 1", 0=3 0", [See Problem 10]

(li) c=5 3 cm ,
?»=4 5 cm

In each ease cnlcuhtc the remaining side, and aerify your result by
measurement

{Tht follomn/] cxatitpfeA are to be eohcrl hij (nkulation , but in each
ease a plan ehoiild he tlratrn on some smtahle "icalr, and the calculated

rtsuH terificd bym asureinrnl )

3 A ladder n hose foot is 0 feet from the front of a house reaches
to a anndow sill 40 feet above the ground \\ hat is the length of the
ladder’

4 A ship sails 33 miles due ‘?onth, and then CB miles due West
How far is it then from its starting point

'

5 Two ships arc obsen cd from a signal station to liear respcctn elv

X E 6*0 km- distant, and N W 1 1 km distant Hon far are they
apart’

6 A ladder 03 feet long reaches to a point in the face of a bouse
6.3 feet abmc the ground How far is the foot from the house ’

7 B 18 due Fast of A, but at an nnkiiown distance C is due South
of B, and distant 55 metres AC is knonn to bo 73 metres Find AB

S A man traaols 27 miles due South then 21 miles due 3\e8t,
finally 20 miles due Xorth IIou far is he from his starting pomt ?

9 From A go West 25 metres, then Korth CO metres, then East
80 metres, finally South 12 metros How far arc you then from A’

10 A ladder 60 feet long is placed so as to reach a anndow 48 feet

high
, and on turning the ladder over to the other side of the street, it

reaches a point 14 feet high Fuid the breadth of the street
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Theorem 30 [Euchd I 48 ]

If the sqiiare desoibed on one side of a inangle ts eqiio.1 to the

sum of the sgjiarcs desa ibed on the other tiio sides, then the angle

contained by these ino sides is a nght angle

B C E F

Let ABC be a tnangle m which
the sq on AB= the sum of the sqq on BC, CA.

It IS required to pioie that ACB is a right angle

Make EF equal to BC
Draw FD perp' to EF, and make FD equal to CA,

Join ED

Proof Because EF= BC,

the sq on EF = the sq on BC
And because FD = CA,

the sq on FD = the sq on CA
Hence the sum of the sqq on EF, FD = the sum of the sqq

on BC, CA
But since EFD is a rt l,

the sum of the sqq on EF, FD = the sq on DE Theor 29
And, by hypothesis, the sqq on BC, CA = the sq on AB

the sq on DE = the sq on AB
DE = AB

Then in the a* ACB, DFE,

f AC=DF,
because

j
CB = FE,

land AB = DE,

the AACB

=

the /.DFE Theor 7

But, by construction, DFE is a nght angle
the /.ACB IS a nght angle

QED
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EYERCISES ON THFOREMS 29, 30

[Thforeb^af
)

1 Shew that the aquare on the diagonal of a gi\ cn square is double
of the g«cn wjiiare

2 In the AABC, AD is draun perpendicular to the base BC If
the Bide c is greater than b,

ehew that c" - 1.5= BD* - DC®

T If from any point O mthin a triangle ABC, perpendiculars OX,
OY, OZ arc drau ii to BC, CA, AB respccti\ ely shew that

A2?+ BX®+ CY®=AY®+ CX®+ BZ®

4

ABC IS a triangle right angled at A and the sides AB, AC are
intersected bj a Dtraight lino PQ, and BQ, PC are joined Proi c that

BQ5+PC®=B(r-*-PQ"

5 In a right-angled triangle four tunes tlie sum of the squares on
the iiicdinns (iraMti from the acute angles is equal to flic tunes the
eqnarc on the hj potciiusc

6 Dowribc a square equal to the sum of tuo giien squares

7 Describe a rqunre equal to the difTerciicc bctivccii tuo gnen
squares.

h Dnidc a straight line into tuo narts so that the square on one
part maa lie twice the square on the oilier

9

Dinde a straight line into two parts Buch that the sum of their
squares shall be equal to i given square

{X'u/nenraf nvd Gmphtcrtl

)

10

Determine aihich of the follow iiig triangles are right-angled

(i) a= 14 cm , f»=4S cm ,
r= fiO cm ,

(ii) «=40cin , h=-10cin , c= 41 cm
(ill) a=20 cm , (.=*10 cm , c= 101 cm

II ABC IB an iso«ctlcs triangle right angled at C, deduce from
Tlieorcm 29 that

AB®=2AC®
niuf-lrato this icsult graphicnllj ba drawing both diagonals of the

Hjuarc on AB, and one diagonal of the square on AC
If AC=BC=2’, find AB tq the nearest huiidrcdlh of an inch, and

venfj aour calculation b\ actual construction and measurement

12. Draw a tqtnrc on a diagonal of 6 cm Caleulatc, and also

measure, the length of a Bide. I'lnd the area
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Problem 16

To draw sguaies whose areas shall be re^echvcly twice, three-times,

fom -times,
,
that of a given sguate.

Hencefind giaphiailhj appiotimate talues of^2, Js, -Ji, s/S,

Take OX, OY at ngkt angles

to one another, and from them
mark off OA, OP, each one

unit of length Join PA

O A B C X

Then PA2= OP2+ OA2=l + l = 2

PA=v/2

From OX mark off OB equal to PA, and join PB

,

then PB-!= OP2 + OB-= 1+2 = 3

PB=V3
From OX maik oS 00 equal to PB, and join PC^

thea PC== 0P2+ 002= 1 + 3 = 4

P0= v/4

The lengths of PA, PB, PO may now be found by measuiement,

and by continuing the piocess ae may find Jo, JQ, J7,

EXERCISES ON THEOREMS 29, 30 {Continued)

13 Pro\ e the following formnla

Diagonal ofsqitare=nde x ij2

Hence find to the nearest centimetre the diagonal of a square on a
Biile of 60 metres

Draw a plan (scale 1 cm to 10 metres) and obtain the result as

nearly ns you can by measuiement

14 ABO is an equilateral triangle of which each side=2in units,

and the perpendicular from any vertex to the opposite side=j9

Prove that

Test this result graphically, when each side=8 cm.
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15 If in a tningle h=:2mn, cz=m-+Tfl

,

prove algebraic

ally that c?=a®+5®

Hence by gi\ing various numerical values to m and n, find sets of

numbers representing the sides of right-angled triangles

16 In a tnnngle ABC, AD is drawn perpendicular to BC Let p
denote the length of AD

(i) If a=25 cm ,p=12 cm , BD= 9 cm , find b and c.

(u) If bs=41", cssSO", BD=30'', find JO and a

And prove that \^b -pr+fje‘-jp=a

17

In the triangle ABC, AD is drawn pcrpendicnlar to BC
Prove that

c='-BD’>=52_CD2

If as51 cm ,
6=20 cm

, c=37 cm , find BD
Thence find p, the length of AD, and the area of the triangle ABC

18 Find by the method of the last example the areas of the tnangles
whose sides are os follows

(i)a=ir, 6=10*, c=9’ (ii)o=25ft, 6=17 ft
, c= 12 ft

(ui) a=41cm
, 6=28 cm ,e=15cm (iv) a=40yd , 6=37 yd , c=13yd.

19 A straight rod PQ slides between two straight rulers OX, OY
placed at nght angles to one another In one position of the rod
OP=5 6 cm , and OQ=3 3 cm If in another position OP=4’0 cm ,

find OQ graphically, and test the accuracy of your drawing by
calculation.

20

ABC IS a triangle nght-angled at C, and p is the length of the
perpendicular from C on AB By"expressing the area of the triangle in
two ways, shew that

pe=ab

jr a- h"
Hence deduce
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PROBLEMS ON AREAS

J Problem 17

To describe a parallelogram equal to a given triangle^ and having

one of its angles equal to a given angle

Let ABC be the given tnangle, and D the given angle

It IS required to describe a paralldogram equal to ABC, and
having one of its angles equal to D

ConstmctioiL Bisect BC at E
At E in CE, make the /.CEF equal to D

,

through A draw AFG par’ to BC

,

and through C draw CG par* to EF
Then FECG is the required par™

Proof Jom AE
Now the A* ABE, AEC are on equal bases BE, EC, and of

the same altitude

,

the A ABE= the A AEC
the A ABC IS double of the a AEC

But FECG 18 a par™ by construction

,

and It IS double of the a AEC,
being on the same base EC, and between the same par'" EC
and AG

the par™ FECG = the a ABC

,

and one of its angles, namely CEF, =the given z.D
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EXERCISES

[Oraphtcal

)

1 Draw a square on a side of 5 cm
, and make a parallelogram of

equal area on the same base, and bavmg an angle of 45°

Find (i) by calculation, (ii) by measurement the lengtli of an oblique

side of the parallelograim

2 Draw luy parallelogram ABCD in uhich AB=2J" and AD =2",
and on the base AB dran a rhombus of equal area

Definition In a parallelogram

ABCD, if through any point K in the

diagonal AC parallels EF, HG are drami
to the sides, then the figures EH, GF
are called parallelograms about AC, and
the figures EG, HF arc said to be their

complements

3 In tht dtanram ofthe preceding definition thew by Theorem 21 that

the comjdemente EG, HF aie equal in area

Hence, given a parallelogram EG, and n straight line HK, deduce a
construction for drawing on HK as one side a parallelogram equal and
equiangular to the parallelogram EG

4 Construct a rectangle equal in urea to a gnen rectangle CDEF,
and haMng one side equal to a gi>cn line AB.

If AB=6 cm , CD=S cm., OF =3 cm , find by measurement the
remammg side of the constructed rectan^c

5 Given a ^rallclogram ABCD, in which AB = 2 4", AD= 1 8", and
the /.A=56* Construct an equiangular parallelogram of equal area,
the greater side measunng 2 7" Measure the shorter side

Repeat the process giiing to A any other ^al^o , and compare your
results What conclusion do you draw ’

6 Draw a rectangle on a side of 5 cm equal in area to an
equilateral tnanglo on a side of 6 cm

Alcasnre the remaining side of the rectangle, and calculate its

approximate area.
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f

''i Problem 18

To draw a ti tangle equal in area to a given quadrilateral.

D

Let ABCD be the given quadrilateral

It fi required to describe a triangle equal to ABCD m area

Construction. Join DB
Through C draw CX par* to DB, meeting AB produced m X.

Join DX
Then DAX is the leqmred triangle

Proof Now the a* XDBi CDB are on the same base DB and
between the samtfpai'* DB, CX,

the AXDB = the a CDB in area

To each of these equals add the aADB,
then the a DAX = the fig ABCD

Corollary In the same way it is always possible to drau
a rectilmeal figure equal to a given rectilineal figure, and
having fewei sides by one than the given figuie, and thus
step by step, any rectilineal figure may be reduced to a

triangle of equal area.

For example, In the adjoimng dia-

gram the five-sided fig EDCBA is equal

m area to the four-sided fig EDXA
The fig EDXA may now be reduced

to an equal A DXY B X
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f

'^Problem 19

To draw a jparallelogram equal tn aiea to a given rectilineal

figure, and having an angle equal to a given angle

K D H

A G B F

Let ABCD be the given rectil fig
,
and E the given angle

It ts icquired to draw a par" equal to ABCD and having an

angle equal to E

Oonstrnction Join D6
Through C draw CF par* to DB, and meeting AB produced

in F

Join DF
Then the A DAF = the fig ABCD Proh 18

Draw the par” AGHK equal to the aADF, and having the

L KAG equal to the L E Prm 1

Then the par” KG= the AADF
= the fig ABCD

,

and it has the L KAG equal to the L E

Notf If the given rectilineal figure has more than four sides, it

must first he reduced, step by step, until it is replaced by an eqimalent
(nangle.

n s 0
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EXERCISES

(Redtictum ofa JReciiltneal Figure to an equivalent IViangle )

Drair a quadrilateral ABCD from the following data

AB=BC=5 6 cm , CD=DA=4 5 cm , the ^.A=^5’‘

xteduce the quadrilateral to a triangle of eq^uol area Measure the
base and altitude of the triangle , and hence calculate the approximate
area of the given figure.

/2 Draw a quadrilateral ABCD having given

AB=2 8", BC=3-2", CD=3 3", DA=3 6", and the diagonal BD=3 0"

Construct an equivalent triangle , and hence find the approximate
area of the quadrilateral

l i

V 3 On a hose AB, 4 cm in length, de^acrihe an equilateral pentagon
(5 sides), having each of the angles at A and B 108°

Seduce the figure to a triangle of equal area , and hy measuring its

base and altitude, calculate the approximate area of the pentagon.
f /
\!A A quadrilateral field ABCD has the following measurements

ABs:450 metres, BC=3S0 m , CDsSSOm, AD=390m.,
and the diagonal AC=660 m
Draw a plan (scale 1 cm to 50 metres) Seduce your plan to an

equivalent triangle, and measure its base and altitude Hence estimate
the area of the field

{Problems State your construction, and give a theoretical proof )

6 Reduce a triangle ABC to a triangle of equal area having its
base BD of given length (D lies in BC, or BC prranced.)

6 Construct a triangle equal m area to a given triangle, and
having a given altitude

/ 7 ABC IS a gii en tnangle, and X a given point Draw a triangle
equal m area to ABC, having its vertex at X, and its hose in the same
straight hne as BC

8 Construct a tnangle equal in area to the quadrilateral ABCD,
having its vertex at a given point X m DC, and its hose m the same
straight Ime os AB

9 Shew how a tnangle may be divided into n equal parts by straight
Imes drawn through one of its angular pomts
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[0 Bvtcet a tnanglc by a itra%qht Itne draion through a gwcn point

tn one ofits sides

[Let ABC bo the gi\en A, aud P tlio

given point in the side AB

Bieeot AB nt Z , and join CZ, CP
Through Z draw ZCJ pimllel to CP

Join PQ.
Then PQ bisects the A 3

II Tnscet a triangle by straight lines diatonfiom a gitcn point in

one of its sides

[Lot ABC be the mvon A, nnd X the
given point in the side BC

Trisect BC nt the points P, Q. Pr<d> 7
Join AX, nnd through P nnd Q draw PH nnd

QK parallel to AX
Join XH, XK

These straight lines tnscct the A , ns ninj
be shenn by joining AP, AQ ]

12 Cut off from n given triangle a fourth, fifth, sixth, or any part
required bj a straight line drawn from a given point in one of its sides

n Bisect a quadrilateral by a straight line drawn through an angular
point

[Reduce the oiindnlntcml to n tnaiigle of equal area, and join the
vertex to the miadic point of tiic base ]

14 Cut off from a given quadrilateral a thinl, n fourth a fifth, or
any part required, bj a straight lino dmnn through a given angnlar
point
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AXES OP REFEEENCSE COOEDINATES

EXERCISES POR SQUARED PAPER

If TTO take two fixed straight lines XOX', YOY' cutting one

another at right angles at O, the position of any point P with

reference to these hnes is known when we know its distances

from each of them Such lines are called axes of reference,

XOX' being knoivn as the axis of x, and YOY' as the axis of y
Their point of intersection O is called the ongin.

cj

Y
I
3

mmmmu X

j

•

1
1

s
|Y'

The lines XOX', YOY' are usually drawn horizontally and
vertically

In practice the distances of P from the axes are estimated

thus

From P, PM IS drawn perpendicular to X'X ,
and OM and

PM are measured
OM is called the abscissa of the pomt P, and is denoted by x
PM „ ordinate „ „ „ y
The abscissa and ordinate taken together are called the

coordmates of the pomt P, and are denoted by (re, y)

We may thus find the position of a pomt if its coordinates

are known

Example Plot thejwmt whose coordinates are (5, 4)
Along OX mark off OM, 5 units in length

At M draw MP perp to OX, making MP4 units in length.
Then P is the point whose coordmates are (5, 4}

The axes of reference divide the plane mto four regions XOY,
YOX', X'OY', Y'OX, known respectively as the first, second,

tmrd, and fourth quadrants
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It IS clear that in each quadrant there is a point whose
distances from the axes are equal to those of P in the above

diagram, namely, 5 units and 4 units

The coordinates of these points are distinguished by the use

of the positive and negative signs, according to the folloiving

system
Abscissa} measured along the y-axis to the right of the

origin are positive, those measured to the left of the ongin are

negatave Ordinates which lie above the a’-axis (that is, in the

first and second quadrants) are positive
,

those which he
below the »-axis (that is, in the third and fourth quadrants)

are negative

Thus the coordinates of the points Q, R, S aro

( - 5, 4), ( - 6, - 4), and (6, - 4) respectively

Notk. The coordinates of tho ongm aro (0, 0)

In practice it is convenient to use squared paper Two
intersecting lines should bo chosen as axes, and slightly

thiclvened to aid tho eye, then one or more of tho length

dmsions may be taken ns tho linear unit The paper used in

the follomng examples is ruled to tenths of an inch

Examfle 1 The coordinates of the points A and B are (7, 8) and
( - 6, 3) plot the points andfnd the distance between them.

After plotting tho points os
in the diagram, wo nia} find

AB approximately by direct

measurement.

Or wc may proceed thus

Draw through B a line par'

to XX' to meet the ordinato
of A at C Then ACB is a
rt anded A in uhich BC=12,
and AC=5
Now AB®=BC=+ACs

= 12®+6*

= 144+25
= 169

. AB=13
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Example 2 The coordtnaies of A, B, and C are (6, 7)» ( - 8, 2), and

(3, -6), plot these points and find the area of the triangle of which these

are the vertices

Having plotted the points os in

the diagnini, ^ve may measure AB,
and draw and measure the perp
from C on AB Hence the approxi
mate area may be calcnlatem

Or ne may proceed tints

Through A and B draw AP, BQ
par' to W'

Through C draw PQ par' to
XX^

— MlMlMlMlMSiSi
SHmIm1HIImI

IW
IMI
Ml

Ml
RS»MlIBI

hH
iiiB

Ml1m IBI IBIIfIB

1IBISll
Sb!

IBIMBr/BBHI11111MlMlIK!MlipiIMIHI IMMIBB
IBB

&8!
111MlMlIBI1!^ IBid

Then the A ABO =the trap® APQB - the two rt angled A* APC, BQO
=iPQ(AP+BQ)-4 AP PC-i BQ QC
=Jxl3xl9 -4x12x2 -4x7x11
=5 73 units of area

BYEROISES

1. Plot the following sets of points

(1) (6. 4), (-6,4), (-6, -4), (6, -4),
(u) (8,0), (0,8), (-8,0), (0, -8),
(HI) (12, 6), (6, 12), (-12, 6), (-6, 12)

2 Plot the following pomts, ond shew experimentally that each set
he m one straight hne

(1) (9, 7), (0, 0), (-9,-7), (u) (-9, 7), (0, 0), (9, -7)

Explain these results theoretically

3 Plot the followmg pairs of pomts
,
join the points in each cose,

and measure the coordmates of the mid-point of the joinmg hne.

(1) (4,3), (12,7), (11) (6,4), (16, 16)

Shew why in each case the coordinates of the mid point are respec
tuely half the sum of the abscissa and half the sum of the wdincOes of
the given pomts

4 Plot the following pairs of points
, and find the coordmates oi

the mid point of their ]oming lines

(1) (0, 0), (8, 10),
(lii) (0, 0), (-8.-10),

(11) (8,0), (0, 10),

(iv) (-8, 0), (0, -10)
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B Find tbo coordinates of the points of tnsection of the line loming
(0,0) to (18, 16)

6 Plot tho two following senes of points

(I) (5, 0). (5, 2). (6. 6), (5. -1), (6, -4),
(II) (-4, 8), (-1, 8). (0. 8), (3, 8), (8, 8)

Show that they he on two lines respectively parallel to the axis of y,
and the axis of x Find the cooroinatcs of tho point in which they
intersect

7 Plot the following points, and calcnlatc their distances from the
ongin

(i)(16,8), (u) (-16,-8), (ill) (24", 7T, (iv) ( - 7", 2 4")

Check yonr results by nieasnreincnt

8 Plot tho following pairs of points, and in each cose calenlate the
distance between them

(1) (4,0), (0,3), (11) (9,8), (6,6),
(lu) (15, 0), (0, 8) ,

(IV) (10, 4), (-6, 12)

,

(V ) (20, 12), ( - 15, 0) , (VI) (20, 9), (

-

15, - 3)

Verify your calculation by measurement

9 Shew that tho iwints (-3, 2), (3, 10), (7, 2) are the anmilar
points of an isosceles tnanglc. Calc^ato and measure tho Icngtiis of

the equal sides

10 Plot the eight points (0, 6), (3, 4), (6, 0), (4, -8), (-6, 0),

(0, -6), (-4, 3), ( -4, -3), and shew that they nil lie on a circle whose
centre is the origin

11 Explain b^ a diagram why the distances between the following
pairs of points aro nil equal

(i) (a. 0), (0, b) , (11) (6, 0), (0, o), (111 ) (0, 0), (a, b)

12. Draw tho straight Imcs joining

(i) (a, 0) and (0, a) , (ii) (0, 0) and (a, a)

,

and prove that these lines bisect each other at right angles

13 Shew that (0, 4), (12, 9), (12, - 4) are the vertices of an isosceles

triangle whose base is bisccUHi by tho axis of x

14 Tiirco vortices of a rectangle aro (14, 0), (14, 10), ond (0, 10)

find the coordinates of tho fourth vertex, and of tho intersection of the
diagonals

15 Provo that tho four points (0, 0), (IS, 0) (18, 12), (6, 12) aro tho
angular points of a rhombus Find the length of each side, and the
coordmates of tho intersection of tho diagonals

16 Plot the locus of a pomt which moves so that its distances from
tho points (0, 0) and (4, -4) are always equal to one another Where
does the locus cut the axes*
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17

Shexr that the following groups of mints arc the vertices of

reotMgles Draw the figures, and calculate their areas

(I) (4, 3), (17. 3), (17, 12), (4, 12)

,

(II) (3,2), (3, 15). (-6. 15), (-6,2),

(m) (5. 1), (-8, 1). (-8, -S), (5, -8).

18 Join in order the jioints (1", 0), (0 1"), ( - 1", 0), (0, - 1") Of
what kind is the quadrilateral so formed ’ Find its area

If a second figure is formed by joining the middle pomts of the first,

find its area

19 Plot the triangles given by the follon ing sets of pomts , and find

their areas.

(i) (10, 10), (4, 0). (18, 0) . (11) (10, - 10), (4, 0), (18, 0)

,

(m) ( - 10, 10), ( - 4, 0), ( - 18, 0) , (IV) ( - 10, - 10), ( - 4, 0), ( - 18, 0)

20 Draw the triangles git en by the points

(1) (0. 0), (5, 3), (6, 0) ,
(u) (0, 0), (3, 0), (0, 6)

Fmd their areas , and measure the angles of the first triangle

21 Plot the triangles given by the following sets of pomts Shew
that m each case one side is parallel to one of the axes Hence find the

area

(1) (0. 0), (12, 10), (12, -6), (11) (0, 0), (5, 8), (-15, 8),

(m) (0, 0), (-12, 12), (-12,-8), (iv) (0, 0), (-6, -8), (20, -8)

22 In the foUowmg tnongles shew that two sides of each are
parallel to the axes Find them areas

(1) (5, 6), (15, 5), (15, 15) (u) (8, 3), (8, 18), (0. 18)

,

(m) (4, 8), (-16. -4). (4. -4), (iv) (1, 15), (-11, 15), (1, -7)

23 Shew that (-5, 6), (7, 10), (10, 6), (-2, 1) are the angular
pomts of a parallelogram. Fmd its sides and area

24 Shew that each of the followmg sets of pomts gives a trapezium
Fmd the area of each

(1) (3, 0), (3, 3), (9, 0), (9, 6) , (u) (0, 3). ( - 5, 3). ( - 2, - 3), (0, - 3),

(m) (8, 4), (4, 4). (11, - 1), (3, - 1), (iv) (0, 0), ( - 1, 5), ( - 4, 5), f - 8, 0)

25 Fmd the area of the triangles given by the followmg pomts
(1) (5, 5), (20, 10), (12, 14), (11) (7, 6), (-10, 4), (-4,-3);

(m) (0, -6), (0, -3), (14, 5), (iv) (6, 4). (-7, -6), (-2, -15)

26 Shew that (-5, 0), (7, 5), (19, 0), (7, -5) are the angular
pomts of a rhombus Fmd its sides and its area
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27 Join the pointe (0, -6), (12, 0), (4, 6), (-8, -3), m the order
n\en Calcnlatc the lengths of the first three sides and measure the
fourth Find the areas of the portions of the figure lying m the first

and fourth quadmits.

28 The coonlinates of four points A, B, C, D are respectively

(_4, -4), (-10,4), (-10. 13) (5,5)

Calculate the lengths of AB, BC, CD, and mcisure AD Also calculate

the area of ABCD by considcnng it os the difTcrcnce of two tnanglcs

29 Draw the figure u hose angular points arc giicn by

(0. -3). (8,3), (-1,8), (-4, 3), (0,0)

Find the lengths of its sides, taking the points in the aboie order
Also dll idc it into three right-angled triangles, and hence find its area

so A plan of a tnaiigiilnr field ABC is drawn on squared paper
(scale l''=100 yds ) On the plan the coordinates of A, B, C are
( - 1", - S’), (3", 4"), ( - S’, - y) rcspcctii cly Find the area of the field,

the length of the side rcprcscntca by BC, and the distance from this

side of the opposite comer of the field

31 Shew that the points (6, 0), (20, 6), (14, 20), (0, 14) are the

vertices of a square Sleasnro a side and hence find the approximate
area. Calculate (he area exactly (i) bj dramng a circumscribing

square through its vertices , (ii) by subdividing the given square os in

the first figure on page 120
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MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISES

1 AB and AC are unequal sides of a triangle ABC, AX is the
median through A, AP bisects the ai^Ie BAC, and AO is the perpen
dioular from A to BC Prove that AP is intermediate m position and
magnitude to AX and AD

2 In a triangle if a perpondienlar is drawn from one extremity of

the base to the bisector of the vertical angle, (i) it wdl make with
cither of the sides containing the vertical angle an angle equal to half

the sum of the angles at the base ,
(ii) it wul make with the base an

angle equal to halfthe difference of the angles at the base

3 In any triangle the angle contained by the bisector of the
vertipal angle and the perpendicular from the vortex to the base is

equal to half the difference of the angles at the base.

4 Construct a right-angled triangle hanng given the hypotennse
and the difference of wo other sides

5 Construct a tiiangle, hai ing given the base, the difference of the
angles at the base, and (i) the difference, (ii) the sum of the remaining
sides

6 Construct an isosceles triangle, having given the base and the
sum of one of the equal sides and the poipcndioular from the vertex to

the base

7 Shew how to dmdo a given straight Imo so that the square on
one part may be double of the square on the other

8 ABCD 18 a parallelogram, and O is any point without the angle
BAD or its opposite vortical angle , shew that the tnangle OAC is equal
to the sum oi the tnanglcs CAD, CAB

If 0 IS within the angle BAD or its opposite vertical angle, shew
that the tnangle OAC is equal to the difference of the tnangles
CAD, CAB

9 The area of a quadrilateral is equal to the area of a triangle
having two of its sides equal to the diagonals of the given figure, and
the included angle equal to either of the angles between the dutgonols.

10 Find the locus of the intersection of the medians of triangles

desenbed on a given base and of gn en area.

11 On the base of a given tnangle construct a second tnangle
equal m area to the first, and havmg its vertex in a given strai^t
line

12 ABCD is a parallelogram made of rods connected by hinges If

AB is fixed, find the locus of the middle pomt of CD



ANSWERS TO NUMERICAL EXERCISES

Sinee Vu t.tcio’i cave cannot ennirt aftott-U aeeuracy tn ffvaT^neat trort, rtfulU to

lUained are Itielv to t' only approxinnlt^ Tie anncne hne pirm art that'faand tj

calculation, and he’ry true to far at thev <79, famOh a itandard bvrhieh tl' ttuient

ntnrr tejf* the eo/rredvett of I it drmcipy and meaturcrvnt HttuUi oCitKin on* ycr ccnU

of fhot* given tn the Anti.*rt jrav utuallyb' eontidertd latitfadari

Ezercnses Page 15

1 “50', J26% 261', 85' 11 mm., 37 imn-

2 1122*, 155’, 5 farF 43 mm 3 50’, 8 hra 40mm-
4. (j) 145’, 35', 145’ {») 53’, 55’ 86’, 94’

Exercises Page 27

1 6S’, 37’, 17 V nearlj 2 eO cm 4. 2'2', 50’, 73’ nearly

5 37 ft 6 101 metres 7 27 ft 8 424 yds .nearly, 27 W,
9 281 yds , 155 yds , 153 yds 10 214 yds

Exercises Page 41

1 125’, 55’, 125’ 12 15 sees , 30 secs

Exercises Page 4S

3 21' 4 27* 5 92’, 46’ 6 67’, OS’

Exercises Page 45

1 39’, 60’, 90’ 2 0) 36’, 72’, 72'

,

(u) 20’, 80’, 80*

3 40' 4 51*, 111', IS 5 (1) 34’
.

(u) 107’

6 63 r 120’ 8 36’, 72*, 108’, 144’

9 165* 11 5, 15

Exercises Page 47

2 (1)45', {n)36’ 3 u) 12, (n) 15

Exercises Page 54.

4. (i> 81', e. (ii) 55’

Degrees
|

15 30 i
45’ < CO’ 75'

Cm.
1

4 1
1

4 6 5 7 18-0 15 6

I Degrees 0’
i
30’ 60’ i 90’ 120'

j

130’ CO

j

Cm 1-0
1

2-0 3 6 6-0 61 88 701

12 37 ft.

BE. I..IX.

13 112ft. 14. 346 yds 693 yds,
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Exercises Page 61

14. 54", 72", 64" 16 38" 16 4

18 (1)16, (11)45", (ill) llj" per sec

Exercises Page 68

2 6 SO cm 3 2-24" 4 0 39 6 2 54 8 10 6 cm.

9 3 W 10 20 miles , 12 6 km
11 147 miles , 235 km 1 cm icpresents 22 km
12 1" represents 15 mi ,

1" represents 20 mi

Exercises Page 79

3 0 63 in 4. 1 1 cm. 6 2 4"

Exercises Page 84.

1 4 3 cm , 5 2 cm
, 6 1 cm 2 1 10 3 200 yards

4. 05", 77 m ,
61 m1 , 56 m 6 6 04 knots S, 16" E, nearly

6 Results equal 9 cm 7 4 3 cm , 9 8 cm ,
60°

,
120"

8 (i) One solutiou , (u) two
, (m) one, right-angle^

, (iv) impossible

9 380 yds 10 6 5 cm 11 G 9 cm
12 Two solutions

,

10 4 cm or 4 5 cm 16 2 8 cm , 4 5 cm , 6 3.cm

18 5 8 cm , 4 2 cm. 19 7 cm , 8 cm

Exercises Page 89

1 60°, 120° 2 3 54" 3 212" 4 4 4 cm
6 16 4 cm , 3 4% 6 90° 7 (i) 4-25", (ii) 5=i)=90°

Exercises Page 102

1 6 sq m 12 6 sq in 3 2 80 sq in 4. 3 50 sq in

5 3 30 sq in i3 3 36 sq m 7 198 sq m 8 42 sq ft

9 10,000 sq m 10 110 sq ft 11 5 cm. 12 26m
14. 900 sq yds , 48 yds , 4 8" 16 11700 sq m
16 1cm =10 yds 17 1 6" 18 600 sq ft 19 1152 sq ft.

20 100 sq ft 21 156 sq ft 22 110 sq ft

23 288 sq ft 24. 72 sq ft 26 76 sq ft

Exercises Page 105

1 (i) 22 cm , (u) 3 0" 2 3 4 sq in 3 674 6 sq m
4, 1 S’ 6 1 -93", 76°
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Exercises Page 107

1 (i) 180 sq ft , (n) S 4 sq m , 1 hectare

2 (i) 13 44 sq cm , (n) 15 40 sq cm , (iii) 20 50 sq cm
3 15 eq cm 4. 6 3 sq in

5

(i)8", (ii) 13 cm 6 SSOsq m

1

3

5

Exercises Page 111

1 GO sq ft 2 84 sq yds 3 126 sq m
4. 132 sq cm 6 ISO sq ft 6 306 sq m

Exercises Page 113

1 6 sq in 2 170 sq ft 3 615 sq m 4 8 4 sq in

6 31 *2 sq cm 6 5*20 sq in 7 24Eq cm

Exercises Page 115

1 (i) 25 5 sq cm , (ii) ll G sq cm
2 (i) 8*95 sq in , (ii) 9 5 sq in 3 12500 sq m

Exercises Page 116

4. 3 3 sq in 6 7 5 cm 6 3 6 sq in

Exercises Page 121

1 (i) 6 cm , (ii) G 5 cm , (iii) 3 7" 2 (i) 1 C", (u) 2 8 cm
3 41 ft 4. 65 miles 5 6 1 km 6 IG ft

7 48 m 8 25 miles 9 73 m 10 62 ft

Exercises Page 123

10 (i) and (ill) 11 2 S3" 12 4*24 cm , 18 sq cm
13 70 71 sq m 14 p=G93cm
16 (i)20cm , 15 cm (ii) 40 cm , 39 cm
17 35 cm , 12 cm , 306 sq cm
18 (i) 36 sq in , (ii) 90 sq ft , (iii) 126 sq cm , (iv) 240 sq yds

19 5 1 cm nearly

Exercises Page 110

11400 sq yds 2 6312 sq in

2 4 cm , 5 1 cm 4 2 04"
, 2 20"

Angle 0° o
O G0° 90° 120° 150° o

OCO

Area in sq cm 0 75 13 0 15 0 13 0 75 0
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Exercises Page 127

1 7 1 cm 4 4 0 cm 6 16" 6 3 ] cm , 16 6 sq cm

Exercises Page ISO

1 23*90 sq cm 2 8 40 sq in

3 27 62 sq cm 4 120800 sq m

Exercises Page 134.

3 (1) (8, 6) ,
(u) (10, 10)

4 (1) (4, 6) . (
11 ) (4. 5) , (in) ( - 4, - 6) . (iv) ( - 4, - 6)

6 (6, 6 ). (12. 10
)

6 (6. 8 )

7 (i) 17, (u) 17, (m)2 6", 2 6"

8 (i) and (ii) 6 , (in) and (iv) 17 , (\) and (vi) 37 9 10

14. (0,0) (7,6) 16 13,(9, 6)

16 A straight lino passing through the points (4, 0), (0, -4)

17 117 units of area in each case 18 A square 2sq in 1 sq in

19 Each=70 umts of area 20 9 nnits of area. 31®, 71°, 78"

21 (i) 90 , (
11) 80 , (in) 120 ,

(iv) 104

22 (i) 60 ,
(n) 60 ,

(in) 120 , (i\ ) 132

23 Sides 6, 13 ; area 63 24. (i) 27 , (u) 21 , (m) 30 , (n ) 27 6

25 (i) 50 ,
(n) 63 6 , (in) 21 , (n ) 83 6

26 Each side 13 , area 120 27 13, 10, 16, 8 24, 42, 30

28 AB=10, BC=9, CD=17, DA=12 7 Area=1.30 6

29 10,13,6,6,3 Area=60 30 160,000 sq yds lOOOjds 320yds

31 Sido=:16 23, area=232 units of area
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the Mathematical Association, and on the recent report of

the Cambridge Syndicate on Geometry Crown 8vo
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